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Abstract
This technical report presents the findings of the case study carried out in Northern Netherlands on the role of
Higher Education Institutions (HEIs) in the design and implementation of the Smart Specia lis ation Strateg y
(RIS3). It is one of the case studies undertaken in the project Higher Education for Smart Specialisation (HESS),
an initiative of the European Commission's Joint Research Centre (JRC) a nd the Dire ctora te Genera l for
Education, Youth, Sport and Culture.
There is a long tradition of higher education in the Northern Netherlands, with th e key c ha racte ristic o f a
strong presence of Universities of Applied Sciences and RUG University of Groningen. The reg io nal HE Is are
actively involved in strong bilateral collaborations projects and clusters and living labs encouraging
collaborations within the regional innovation ecosystems, being part of key innovation ecosystem governance
structures. Although regional HEIs have individually been very effective in driving particular p rojects, the re is
still not a collective institutional space for HEIs, undermining a strategic agenda for HE in the region.
The Northern Netherlands has a strong innovation ecosystem around a number of established sectors where
there are robust relationships between HEIs and companies with in nova tive in fra stru ctu re. In th e lo ngstanding culture of collaboration of the regional innovation ecosystem, th e intro du ction o f the RIS3 h as
constituted an opportunity to a concerted effort to streamline in no vation g o vern anc e an d to integ rate
activities to stimulate innovation. The key regional economic development issue remains the fact th at it is a
relatively sparse economic environment, which challenges the regional innovation governance.
The Northern Netherlands has the potential to function as a knowledge economy more efficiently at the level
of the North through a better integration of the provincial knowledge economies. The connectedness of SME s
into regional innovation networks can be improved building a natural “innovation escalator” by which
individual connections with SMEs grow, become networks and evolves into key regional strengths. The re gion
attracts a growing number of talented students, which can help build stronger connections between HEIs and
regional innovators to strengthen firms’ innovation capacity and help in their retention. Finally, HEIs occup y a
strong position in the existing regional innovation ecosystem, as a site for experimentation and reflection, and
it is key that they are encouraged to continue that work.
The case study has coordinated closely with the ongoing discussions on the new RIS3 for th e M ulti -ann ual
Financial Framework 2021-2027, contributing with findings that have helped the regional stakeholders in th e
definition of some of its future elements.
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Summary
The Northern Netherlands was selected as a case study for the Europe an Co mmiss io n p roject o n High er
Education for Smart Specialisation (HESS) in 2019, and has been implemented in partn ersh ip be tween th e
Joint Research Centre and Northern Netherlands Alliance (SNN). Supported by DG Education, Y ou th, Cu lture
and Sport, the HESS project is implemented by the Joint Research Centre (JRC) in Seville. The project a ims to
understand how Higher Education Institutions (HEIs) can play a more effective role in the design and
implementation of Smart Specialisation Strategies (S3), while helping to build partnerships with the re gion al
authorities responsible for these strategies.
The case study aimed to ensure the regional debate on the role of HEIs in implementing S3, with th ree m ain
objectives: 1) Strengthen the engagement of SMEs supported by HEIs capacities to connect them to
collaborative innovation processes, 2) Maximise the potential of highly skilled talent in the region for th e R&I
system, and 3) Reinforce the R&I ecosystem governance with stronger co-leadership an d s trate gic ro le b y
HEIs,
The case study was launched in April 2019 with the organisation of the exploratory meeting in wh ic h a first
discussion with key innovation stakeholders took place to understand th e c ontex t a nd id entify th e m ain
challenges for higher education to engage regionally. Other HESS ca se s tu dies h a ve b een ad dres sed at
regional and national level. In the previous HESS project phases, the selected regions included Navarra (Spain),
North East Romania, Centre Val Loire (France), Puglia (Italy) and North Central Bulgaria. In the current ph as e,
four more regions were selected as case studies in addition to the Northern Netherlands: Lubelskie (Pola nd ),
Lower Austria and Eastern Macedonia and Thrace (Greece). In addition, two national cases studies have b een
selected, namely Lithuania and Portugal.
Method
The case study has adopted the `action research´ methodological approach, meaning it h as mo bilised th e
main research actors in the region affected by the study, driven by a joint reflectio n o n th e ma in reg ional
challenges and identification of potential actions to address them.
The main methodological tools used in the case study include:



Desk research to analyse the main S3 and HEIs context in Northern Netherlands
Fieldwork research that has included bilateral interviews with 28 experts to identify main challeng es
and issues (19-21 November 2019 and 3-5 December 2019), and three focus group works ho ps to
discuss on initial findings (3rd-5th December 2019),

A shadow strategic group of key stakeholders has validated and provided feedback to the results throu gh out
the different case study phases.
The Northern Netherlands has strongly engaged the higher education s ta keh olde rs a nd thre e pro vin ces
throughout the HESS case study, with the main outcomes and discussions constituting an important basis for
the regional reflections on the update of the RIS3 for the 2021-2027 period.
Regional context
The Northern Netherlands has a strong innovation ecosystem around a number of established sectors where
there are robust relationships between HEIs and companies with innovative infrastructure. It is comp rised of
three provinces, Groningen, Fryslân and Drenthe, and is a strong innovation region according to the Regional
Innovation Scoreboard (European Commission, 2019). It is a relatively sparse economic enviro nmen t, whic h
introduces tensions in developing a strong, dynamic and autonomic regional innovation system (SERNN, 2009;
Noordelijke Rekenkamer, 2013).
There is a long tradition of higher education in the Northern Netherlands, with the Univers ity o f Groning en
(RUG) and three Universities of Applied Sciences (Hanze UAS, NHL Stenden and Van Hall Larenstein) present in
the region. HEIs are strong regional partners, although a clear issue for regional innovation is the retention o f
students and addressing brain drain to the Netherlands’ main urban areas or abroad.
There is a long-standing culture of collaboration in the No rthe rn Neth erlan ds res earch a nd in nova tio n
ecosystem, presenting a relatively complex governance of the RIS3 (2014-20). Since the introduction o f th e
RIS3 there has been a concerted effort to streamline this structure, and to integrate so me o f th e s epa rate
activities that had been created to stimulate the RIS3 strategy.
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Main results and policy recommendations
1. Connecting SMEs to S3:
The key challenge is improving the connectedness of SM Es in to re gion al in novation ne tworks an d
activities. The inexistence of a natural “innovation escalator” by which individual connections with SME s
then grow, become networks and eventually may evolve into key regional strengths needs to be
addressed. It requires the management of the “micro-discouragements” or individu al d is incen tives to
SMEs to be connected that together add up to create a substantive drag in the evolution of the re gion al
innovation ecosystem.
The main policy recommendations are:


Addressing the management of the ¨innovation scalator¨ by which individual c on nection s with
SMEs then grow, become networks and eventually may evolve into key regional strengths.
 To develop a stronger common agenda between provinces, cities and municipalities and the lead
sectors, with HEIs setting out a stronger regional platform on what they can offer collec tively to
develop a denser and more dynamic regional innovation system.
 Raising the innovation management skills of potentially innovative SMEs is critical and this can be
supported by regional teachers and researchers. Student placements have an importa nt ro le to
play in this process, helping these firms to access HEI knowledge.
2. Human capital:
The “brain drain” is widely identified as a challenge and is not an easy one to address. Internationa l an d
local students choose the Northern Netherlands to acquire a high-quality, good va lue a nd pres tigiou s
education, however in many cases international students decide to go back to their home countrie s and
local students look for wider opportunities in capital cities or bigger urban areas. The stu dy p oints ou t
that students can serve to provide “temporary-permanent” c on nection s b etween HEIs a nd regio nal
innovators, creating a virtuous cycle which upgrades demand, increases firm innovation , a nd indirec tly
increases students’ retention in participating businesses.
The main policy recommendations are:


Develop a clear human capital vision within the ERDF OP, fun ding tho se a ctivities th at b u ild
absorption capacity in regional organisations and support appropriate skills development.
 Develop a single long-term agenda for regional innovation foregrounding Human Capita l in th e
smart specialisation strategy.
 HEIs should identify internally and collectively what capacities they have to contribute to regional
innovation skills and align that with the RIS3 and OP.
3. Governance & Innovation Ecosystem: the main challenge is the frag menta tion within inno vation
policy in the Northern Netherlands.
The key challenge for the Northern Netherlands in the coming period is achieving a h igh er d egree of
integration, and in particular ensuring that regional innovation strategies stimulate p ositive s ynergies
across the region. The role for HEIs is key in contributing to these collective a c tivities in s t imulatin g
regional cooperation. They occupy a strong position in the existing regional innovation eco system , a s a
site for experimentation and reflection, and it is key that they are encouraged to continue this work. They
are sites of expertise about the regional innovation environment and wider global trends that can be also
useful. But the extent of their contributions remains limited by the regional partne rs´ c omm itm ent to
create a strong regional power centre, and put an end to fragmented regional innovation practices.
The main policy recommendations are:





Addressing innovation policy overgrowth, through strong political consensus to c rea te a den se
innovation ecosystem, provide strategic directions to the strategy and stronger focus on
implementation.
Emphasis on bringing emerging actors into innovation p olicy p roces ses , u sin g c ontinu ous
discovery to avoid lock-in effect in historically innovative sectors.
Create a strong unified leadership voice for HE in the NNL is absolu tely nec ess ary to c reate
meaningful political leadership and avoid replicating local fiefdoms
Ensure HEIs innovation networks and infrastructures rema in op en to newco mers, pro vid ing
innovation services for new and potential innovators in the region.
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1

Introduction

The objective of the Higher Education and Smart Specialisation (HESS) project is to analyse how HEIs ca n b e
better integrated into S3 policy mixes and how the European Structural and Investment Fund s c an be m ore
effectively spent to achieve S3 objectives. The project also aims to explo re h ow in stitu tio nal c a pac ity in
Europe's countries can be built by strengthening the role of HEIs within the 'quadruple helix' of go vern ment,
academia, business and civil society. The Northern Netherlands region has been s elec ted a s a c as e s tud y
region for this project, which uses an action research approach. HESS cases involve working with re gion al
partners managing and implementing S3 and ESIF to explore how HEIs were in vol ved in the d es ign and
implementation of the first RIS3 to help improve their contributions to the second RIS3 process.
The Northern Netherlands is comprised of three provinces, Groningen, Fryslân and Drenthe, a n d is a s tro ng
innovation region. According to the 2019 Regional Innovation Scoreboard, Groningen is rated Strong+, Drenthe
rated Strong– and Fryslân as Moderate+ (whilst in the Netherlands, Utrecht a nd North Bra ban t are ra ted
Leader+) (European Commission, 2019a; 2019b). These internal differences make it an interesting case study
and put it in aggregate the same class of region as Northern Portugal, the North of England and the North o f
Norway. The Northern Netherlands provides an interesting case study because the regio nal in terpro vinc ial
authority (the SNN, 2017a) has been actively involved in the design a nd imp lementa tion o f S3 in clo se
cooperation with JRC, and many stakeholders were involved in this process, including HEIS (SNN2017b). HE Is
are strong regional partners, although a clear issue for regional innovation in the Northern Netherlands is th e
retention of students and addressing brain drain to the Netherlands’ main urban areas or abroad.

Figure 1: The Northern Netherlands region in national context
The case study was launched when the Northern Netherlands started the preparations for a new RIS3, a nd it
will help providing external reflections on the process as well as helping to stimulate the input of HEIs into the
RIS3 design (SNN, 2017a). Business R&D is relatively weak in the Northern Netherlands, and HEIs are
therefore critical players for the regional innovation ecosystem; an effective RIS3 for the Northern
Netherlands need integrate HEIs fundamentally into all its aspects. A key issue for the previous proc ess was
that the high-level strategic interaction in the design phase was not carried through into the implemen tation
(SNN, 2019). The case study seeks to help ensure that these strate gic d iscu ss io ns a ls o b uild s uffic ien t
actionable knowledge within the Northern Netherlands for subsequent implementation. The process s eeks to
address two overarching questions and five sub-questions to guide the action research p roces s to p rodu ce
actionable knowledge to optimise HEI contribution to this latest RIS3.
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2

The HESS case study: Methodology

The research has taken place jointly by the JRC team, the e xpert Pa ul Be nneworth a nd SNN (inclu ding
provinces and major cities). The methodology is based on desk research and fieldwork ac tivities, inc luding
workshops, interviews and events. The deployment of the methodology has been ta ilore d to the re s earch
questions and needs identified in the case study, helping to build a progressive partnership, identify the ke y
aspects, opportunities and difficulties faced by the different stakeholders and u nfo ld th e v a rio us ways in
which HEIs can contribute to S3 in Northern Netherlands.
The main methodological tools that used in the case study include:
•

Desk research to analyse the main S3 and HEIs context in Northern Netherlands

•
Fieldwork research that has included firstly bilateral interviews to ide ntify m ain c ha lle nges and
issues, and secondly three focus groups to discuss on initial findings
•

A total of 54 people have contributed to the empirical data of the report, summarised as follows:
 16 Face-to-face interviews with 28 people were undertaken in Groningen, Oranjewoud and
Leeuwarden, 12 interviews from 19th-21st November 2019, three interviews from 3rd-5th
December 2019 and one by phone. The list of interviewees and the interview questions can be found
as an annex.
 Three focus group workshops were held during 3rd-5th December 2019, co verin g th e th emes of
Connecting SMEs, Human Capital and Innovation Ecosystem, with a total of 31 participants attending
these three focus groups, two taking place in Groninge n a nd o ne h eld at th e Da iry Camp us in
Leeuwaarden.

A shadow strategic group of key stakeholders has validated and provided feedback to the results throu gh out
the different case study phases

2.1

Exploratory workshop

An exploratory meeting took place in Groningen on 18th April 2019, with the participation of JRC re s earch er
Eskarne Arregui, EC expert Paul Benneworth, all higher education institutions, the three provinces, th e city o f
Groningen and SNN.
The exploratory meeting constituted the starting point to launch the HESS case study, explain the aims an d
methodologies of the case study, explore the challenges in terms of HEIs contribution to S3, an d g ras p th e
topics of interests of the different stakeholders.
The main findings of the exploratory meeting regarding the role of HEIs in North ern Ne therla nd s S3 are
summarised as follows (see attached document for more details):
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Box 1. Northern Netherlands innovation system challenges and opportunities

2.2

Research objectives

The HESS Northern Netherlands case study has three general objectives:
•
To improve the regional partnership between HEIs and public authorities managing S3 (SNN,
provinces, other innovation agencies) and ESI Funds to increase the impact of S3 implementation
•
To boost the engagement of HEIs in S3, through a more coordinated response of their three missions
Research, Education and Innovation.
•
To understand the main challenges of HEIs to actively engage in S3, and identify potentia l a ctions
that could be taken, proposing a number of policy recommendations
Based on the first findings of the exploratory meeting, and interest shown by the participating stakehold ers,
the case study has focused on three research questions, summarised below:
Box 2. Northern Netherlands case study research questions

Case study research questions
1. How to strengthen the SMEs engagement in S3 and which role can the HEI play in connecting
SME’s to collaborative innovation processes?
2. How the attraction of highly skilled talent to the region can be integrated in the R&I system?
 How to strategically benefit from the presence of international students and the worldwide
network potential this entails?
 Which actions/programmes HEI’s can take to bette r meet th e c h ang in g la bo ur m arket
demand and address skills-jobs mismatches?
3. How to reinforce the R&I ecosystem governance and s ta keh olde rs' co -lea ders hip o f S3,
supported by HEIs capacities and strategic role in building regional networks?
 How to improve coordination and continuous interaction between initiatives and actors in the
innovation eco-system, strengthening synergies?
 Which type of actions/programmes could facilitate HEI’s to maximize their potential to bu ild
innovation capabilities?
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2.3

Semi-structured interviews

The interviews conducted for the purpose of the case study were carefully planned togeth er with th e lo cal
partner SNN, keeping in mind a good representation of HEI, public administrations and business . Th e pe ople
interviewed within each organisation has be en as well selected based on the role they play in the
organisation, considering aspects such as their managerial or strategic position in th e o rga nisa tion, the ir
participation in the RIS3 process and funded initiatives under the NNL ESIF Operational Programme.
The very good cooperation with SNN and all the local stakeholders has made it possible to a chieve a very
good representation of all HEI in the region, with 21 representatives coming from the University of Groningen,
Hanze University of Applied Sciences, NHL Stenden Applied Sciences University, Van Hall Larens tein App lied
Science University and University Medical Centre of Groningen, 3 representatives from Wetsus cluster, a nd 2
from Dairy Campus/Wageningen University cluster.
The results extracted from the interviews have been discussed in multiple exchanges and phone dis cu ss io ns
with the SNN team, as well as the RIS3 working group coordinator, to fully understand the RIS3 process in the
region and the progress towards the new RIS3 under the next Multi-annual Financial Framework 2021-2027.
The full list of interviewees and the interview questions can be found as an annex.

2.4

Focus group workshops

Three facilitated focus group workshops were organised around ta rgete d to pics a ro und the thre e main
research questions to discuss the initial findings extracted from the interviews , a nd pro vid e views a bou t
possible directions to address existing challenges in the region. The workshops were the following:
•

Workshop 1 - Tuesday 3 December 09:00-11:30.
Theme: “The role HEI’s play in connecting SME’s to collaborative innovation processes

•

Workshop 2 – Wednesday 4 December 11:30-14:00.
Theme ‘Human capital’.

•

Workshop 3 - Wednesday 4 December 15:30-18:00.
Theme “Innovation ecosystem governance”.

The methodology during the focus group workshops strongly relied in facilitating interactions and discussion s
of participants organised around three main questions:


Is the diagnosis of the regional innovation system on the topic concerned accurate?



Are the challenges and prescription elements highlighted reflecting the reality of the region?



Could the strategic and operational recommendations proposed drive changes in the region?

The participants of the three workshops were carefully selected in agreement with SNN part ners. The
selection was based on having a good representation of some of the stakeholders alrea dy inte rviewed, as
well as other actors not engaged through interviews and with relevant experience and positions in th e to pic
under discussion.
The complete list of stakeholders mobilised during the focus group workshops is provided as an annex.

2.5

Shadow Group members

The methodological approach used for the case study has also included the decision to have a small group o f
stakeholders strongly involved in the RIS3 process discussions, which have advised and p rovided stra teg ic
orientations to the proposed approach and main outcomes of the HESS Northern Netherlands case study.
More specifically, the role of the shadow group members has included the following:


Participate in the exploratory meeting in which the main aims and methods of the case s tu dy were
presented, to provide vision on how the proposed activities and actions of the case study fits into the
longer-term strategic vision of the provinces, universities and companies, and reg io ns fu ture RIS3
vision.
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Provide feedback to the main findings of the case study g ath er ed in th e JRC Tec hnic al rep ort,
particularly reflecting into how it can be integrated in the S3 governance, reg iona l hu man ca pital
agendas and future post 2020 perspective



Participate in the final event

The shadow group members list is provided in annex 1.
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Overview of the regional economic development context

The North of the Netherlands is a traditionally agricultural region whose economic geography was shaped b y
the continual process of the reclamation of land from the Wadden Sea. Th is ne wly re claimed lan d was
relatively fertile allowing higher agricultural productivity, whilst much of the rest of the lands were rela tively
thin, acidic soils formed by glacial deposition; ownership of the reclaimed land was reserved to those with the
capital to recover it from the sea. This land reclamation was paralleled with the rise of turf cutting in Drenthe
and Groningen to provide fuel for brickmaking, ceramics production and building materials (Klein, 1979). This
led to the rise of the Moor Settlements (Veenkolonieën) that housed turf cutters, with the settlements and the
newly developed canal systems being funded by rich investors in Holland . Th is led to a s plit be tween a
relatively affluent group of farmers along with a relatively poor group of a g ricultu ral la bo urers an d tu rf
cutters (Thijn & Zappey, 1979). This agricultural poverty saw the Northern Netherlands become a s ou rce o f
outmigration, and the region’s late industrialisation saw significant reg io nal o utm ig ration a s la te a s th e
1920s, initially to the west of the Netherlands, but latterly to the industrial centres of the east and south.
Modern Dutch regional economic development policy originated in the north of the Netherlands in response to
the specific conditions faced in this region following WWII (OECD, 2014). The very first investment
programme for economic development was created for the region around the city of Emmen, funded through
the Marshall Fund. This was later extended as a Government Pro gram me to s even ad ditiona l d eclining
regions outside the Randstad of which five were in the Northern Netherlands. Th e North ern Ne therla nds
benefited from industrial post-war reconstruction; a tripling of industrial productivity in this period c reate d a
massive economic leap, with substantial investments in infrastructure as well as the expansion of ind us trial
production into these formerly rural areas. The Dutch industrial concern Philips alone created manufacturing
facilities in seven cities in the North, employing thousands of staff in the three provinces. The offsho ring o f
jobs to emerging industrial economies mean that today its only location is in Dra chten , Philips Cons umer
Lifestyle employing 2000 highly skilled workers as part of the high-technology systems cluster.
The other factor that has been influential in shaping the economic development of the Northern Netherla nds
has been the presence of extractive industries, notably hydrocarbons (oil and gas) but also salt. The first gas
was discovered in 1939 near Coevorden although production did not begin until after the Second World W ar.
What transformed the fortunes of this industry was the discovery of the Slochteren field near Gron in gen in
1959. This represented the largest natural gas reserve in Europe to date, formed the rationa le to cre ate a
national domestic gas network, and created a substantial income s trea m for th e g overn ment th at was
invested firstly in physical infrastructure, the n latterly in science, technology and innovation driven
development. The first salt was extracted in east Groningen in 1959 a nd tra n sporte d b y pipeline to th e
harbour city of Delfzijl where it was processed into various raw materials for the chemicals industry. The City
today retains a chemical industry involved in processing and production processes from salt and hydrocarbons
and the production of new materials.
The key regional economic development issue for the Northern Netherlands rem ains th e fa ct th a t it is a
relatively sparse economic environment, and in the context of the knowledge economy there is not a s tro ng,
dynamic and autonomic regional innovation system (SERNN, 2009; Noordelijke Rekenkamer, 2013).
Industrialisation was driven from the outset by the presence of investment subsidies, and policy intervention s
remain necessary to ensure that the private sector continues to invest in appropriate knowledge for res earc h
and development. The region has a long tradition of policy co-operation to try to sustain investment levels in
the region, with a regional development agency for the north (the NOM) being created in 1974 by the national
Government to stimulate regional economic development across the three north ern Provinc es (ECORYS &
B&A, 2004). The three Provinces also established a platform (SNN) in 1992 to coordinate economic
development programmes and subsidies, and this platform has provided the infrastructure on with th e RIS3
programme 2014-19 has operated, as well as other programmes national and Europea n in the las t th irty
years.
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4
4.1

The structure of higher education in the Netherlands
The regulatory framework for the third mission of HE in the Netherlands.

The contribution that higher education can make to smart specialisation and smart spec ia lisatio n s trateg y
processes in the Northern Netherlands is profoundly shaped by the legal and regulatory frame work within
which Dutch HEIs operate (Jongbloed, 2018). This framework is legally stablished by the 1992 law on higher
education and research (WHW), which makes two important distinctions, firstly between HE I mis sions and
secondly between the types of HEIs. Under WHW, there are two kinds of HEI, the universities (WO) (‘scientific
education’) and the Hogescholen higher professional education (HBO), which despite a do pting th e E ng lis h
name universities of applied science have strong similarities to what have historically been called polytechnics
in other countries (Van Bemmel, 2006). Only universities are legally allowed to carry out basic researc h and
to access the resources of the research council.
However, since 2003, efforts have been made to increase the research base of the Universities of Applied
Sciences (UAS) sector (Kvyik & Lepori, 2010), creating a parallel research foundation, National Governing Body
for Applied Research (SIA) which invested in creating applied professorships in UASs (Lectora ten). In 20 13,
SIA was merged into the Dutch Research Council (NWO) and runs its own research schemes as well as funding
UAS participation in other research programmes. UASs are eligible to bid for, and do receive, other res earc h
and innovation funding, and European funds have become an important element of the funding rece ived by
Dutch UASs, and there continues in practice to be a divergence a nd overlap in the kinds of research
undertaken by HEIs.
The other key distinction made in the WHW is in the three missions for higher education, alloc ating dis tinct
roles to each of these two sectors (WO (universities & UASs) and HBO). Universities have three miss ions , to
deliver teaching, to undertake research and to use the knowledge they have for societal benefit, whilst th ose
for the UASs are to undertake teaching for professions, applied research a nd to us e th eir knowledg e for
societal benefit. However, the 1992 law also formalised the introduction of n ew p ub lic ma nag ement b y
strengthening the roles of university boards in steering the overall course of the universities to deliver th es e
respective missions. In terms of their governance structure, universities and UASs h ave a h ig h d egre e of
latitude (legally speaking) to undertake any activities that may contribute to the delivery of their missions.
What shapes the freedom that HEIs have to utilise that governance autonomy is the way th at fun ding has
been allocated to universities. Until 1975, universities simply received a block g rant fro m g overnmen t to
cover their expenses whilst UASs were funded as part of the secondary education sys tem (Ond erwijs raad,
1983). Since then the sector has increasingly been steered from the centre, and today a funding fo rmula is
used which places strong pressures on HEIs; all are rewarded on the basis of s tud ent c omp letions , whils t
universities are rewarded for their research in terms of the number of Ph.D. completions. HE Is a lso rec eive
student fees from participating students (roughly €2000 per student), creating incentives on u niversities to
recruit many students. The sector has been under financial pressures arising from a need to modernise th eir
built estate, and therefore have to pay particularly close attention to their received fu nd in g to en sure that
they do not breach their financial ratios. This has had a general effect of ensuring that the primary mission s
for the sector have been to ensure financial stability by maximising their received funding under the fu nding
formulae.
In parallel with that, there has been a steady reduction in per capita terms of th e overa ll bu dg et, a nd an
increasing shift to hypothecated resources, whether allocated in direct c omp etitio n s uc h a s th rou gh the
funding councils, to implement particular restructuring plans for individual sectors, or to implement p rojec ts
addressing government policy priorities. Although the Ministry had promised as early a s 2003 to c rea te a
mechanism in the funding formula to reward the third knowledge transfer mission, this has still not
successfully been created, with the effect that HEIs have no direct funding formula incentives to carry out the
third mission. The sector has proven very effective at accessing third party funding, and in terms of fu nding
received per capita is the second most successful European country in accessing H2020 funding.
There have been national resources to encourage valorisation activity but these have tended to come from a
different Ministry, the Ministry of Economic Affairs. As noted above, from 2000 to 2011 th e g overnm ent
invested substantial sums from the hydrocarbon fund into knowledge activities, and there a re a n umb er of
activities, including for example Nanolab Zernike, that benefited from these innovation-oriented investm ents
(OECD 2014). In 2010, the short-lived first Rutte government in trod uced th e co ntrovers ial To p Secto r
scheme, which top sliced 30% of the Science Council’s budget and redis tributed it a mon gst te n s e c toral
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panels who could only allocated it to near-to-market projects with substantial matched funds from
businesses.

4.2

The institutional space for HEI initiative in regional smart specialisation
strategies

Higher Education Institutions have been identified as key actors in the design and implementatio n o f Smart
Specialisation Strategies (Goddard & Kempton, 2011; Kempton et al., 2013, Edwards et al., 2017). Th e s tud y
of the role of higher education in regional development has raised broad attention among schola rs (Arb o &
Benneworth, 2019), with important attention being paid to how higher education o rg anis ationa l co ntex ts
(Benneworth et al., 2017) or governance arrangements (Arregui-Pabollet et al., 2018) influence on the place based leadership of higher education in their regional innovation systems.
The expectations on the role of higher education have moved towards an ´engaged´ university that mobilises
its capacities to contribute to the development of the territory in wh ic h it is pla ced (Uyarra , 2010). Th e
incentives introduced by public authorities can heavily influence in streamlining and boosting of HE
contributions to their regional innovation ecosystems, with an opportunity for more direct incentives based o n
innovation performance (Jonkers et al., 2018) and stronger partnerships between regional public a uth orities
and higher education to better match supply and demand for knowledge and skills in the c on text o f Smart
Specialisation (Edwards et al., 2020).
The European Commission has emphasised this role promoting different complementary initiatives th a t are
helping build such transformational capacities within higher educatio n. Th e High er Ed uca tion fo r Smart
Specialisation project looking into the place-based transformatio n o f h igh er ed uca tion, the HE Inno vate
initiative 1 boosting the innovation and entrepreneurial capacity of higher education, the Knowledge Allia nce s
and European Universities2 partnerships, funded under Eras mus + Pro gra mme, c on tributin g to reg io nal
innovation ecosystems, or European Institute of Technology- Kn owledg e a nd In no vation Co mmun ities 3
supporting collaborations in the knowledge triangle and contributing to integrate education in to in novatio n
university-business partnerships.
In the Dutch context, the legal/ regulatory framework in which higher education navigate had several
implications for the orientation of Dutch HEIs towards innovation activities. Declining real resources from th e
state have seen institutions place increasing emphasis on the attraction of external funding, to the extent that
some universities (notably Wageningen and Twente) receive more funding from external partners tha n from
the Dutch Ministry of Education, Culture and Science (OCW). HEIs have therefore concentrated at an
institutional level on valorisation activities that bring in external resources to help compensate for the fa llin g
overall levels of policy support whilst academics have tended to concentrate on those kinds of valo ris ation
which fit most closely with their own teaching and/ or research activities.
The institutional third mission of HEIs in the Netherlands, equally applicable to the Northern Netherla nds , in
practice is that it is focused on the creation of investment projects that support the crea tio n o f kn owled ge
capital and the transfer of knowledge capital to those partners a b le to p ay for it. Th is h a s m ade HE Is
particularly enthusiastic to participate in regional subsidy programmes that are able to contribute to their own
internal investment activities.
A second element of regulation comes through the ways that the Ministry steers HEIs towards particular goals
through its planning process. The government regularly publishes development plans for hig her e duc ation
(HOOP) which expresses government intentions and gives softer judgements on the current perfo rman ce o f
individual institutions. The most recent soft steering applied to HEIs has emphasised a number of elem ents,
namely profiling, internationalisation and (for universities) excellence, that potentially re strict th e re gion al
mission of HEIs.

1

HEInnovate is an initiative of the European Commission's DG Education and Culture in p artne rship w ith th e O ECD p romo ting th e
innovation and entre preneurship capacity of higher e ducation. More information: https://heinnovate.eu/en
2
Erasmus+ Knowledge Alliances support transnational and result-driven activitie s between higher e ducation institutions and busine sse s
bringing ne w ap p roache s to le arning and training. More information: http s://e c.e urop a.e u/p rogramme s/e rasmus p lus/opportunitie s/knowledge-alliance s_en
Erasmus+ European Universitie s networks trigger unprecedented le vels of institutionalised coop e ratio n be tw e e n h ighe r e du cation
institutions, making it systemic, structural and sustainable . More information: http s://ec.europa.eu/e duca tion/ e ducatio n -in -th e e u/european-education-area/european-universitie s-initiative_en
3
http s://eit.e uropa.eu/our-communitie s/eit-innovation-communitie s
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•
Profiling has encouraged institutions to choose a distinctive profile as an institution and to align their
activities around those profiles; when there are regional oriented activities th at h ave n ot fitted with the
overall institutional profile, then they have often been run down despite opposition from regional partners.
•
Internationalisation has in particular focused on increased international recruitment and the
introduction of English language as the standard medium of instruction; that reduces the opp ortu nitie s for
graduates to contribute with their knowledge to regional labour markets where th ere a re n ot la rge m ulti national businesses where the working language is English.
•
Excellence in the Dutch university context has meant an emphasis on rankings, publica tions in to p
journals and winning research funds from the European Research Council and the comparable Dutch
Vernieuwingsimpuls scheme. Researchers engaged in regional valorisation activities that d oes n ot rec eive
these excellence funds run the risk as being branded as non-excellent researchers, th ereb y in crea sing th e
personal riskiness of regional engagement activities.
The government did attempt to dilute the pressures of the funding formulae and encourage profiling by HE Is
with the introduction of performance contracts in 2010 upon whic h fun ding co uld d epe nd. Th e se were
negotiated individually between HEIs and a central committee which approved th ose c on trac ts. HE Is se t
targets in a number of areas, in terms of teaching quality, research excellence, organisational efficie ncy and
valorisation. HEIs were also allowed to introduce their own optional targets reflecting their own profile s, b u t
in its realisation, only one university introduced a serious valorisation target, and that was primarily fo cus ed
around the creation of new spin-off companies. The experiment was eva luated in 20 16 -17 a nd it was
decided to discontinue the experiment, which had had the perverse effect of focusing HEIs on the delivery o f
a very limited number of similar performance indicators, and fu rther re du cing the o vera ll in stitu tional
opportunities for regional and societal engagement activities.
A fourth element is the regional consequences of the Top Sector programme, which ex erted a very s tro ng
steering effect on HEIs. The Top Sectors were defined on the basis of secto rs th at h a d b een h isto ric ally
strong (because of the way that they were identified, which came out of the previous In n ovation Pla tfo rm
programme). Therefore the extent to which regions were able to participate in them depended in the e xten t
to which these regional innovation ecosystems corresponded with the needs of these national sectors, and the
extent to which particular regional strengths and infrastructures could be p romo ted a s b eing of n ational
significance. Likewise, the contribution of HEIs to their regional ecosystems depended on the extent to which
their research groups corresponded with regional partners, as there were many examples of universities in the
Dutch periphery working in Top Sector consortia with businesses in the Randstad economic core region.
The sector has not been immune from the general shift towards emphasising the creation of impact ex an te
and ex post in research activities, making the creation of impact a de facto s kill re qu irement fo r win ning
research resources. This effect has been magnified in the Netherla nd s b eca us e of th e d epend ency o f
researchers and institutions on the attraction of external research resources, which are becoming increasingly
dependent on valorisation. From 2006 onwards, research proposals to the NWO were required to inc lud e a
section describing societal impact, and that has become increasingly deta ile d in re cen t yea rs. Th e NWO
actively promoted collaborative research activities with a strong focus o n va lorisa tio n, m os t latte rly the
National Science Agenda in which research funds were earmarked for projects deemed to be a ttu ned with
public interest.
The success of Dutch scientists in participating in European research funding, particularly H2020, re quired
scientists to align themselves with projects aligned with societal challenges, and produce proposals
meaningfully describing how they will meet those societal needs. Together with the UAS lectoraten’ practic al
focus on business engagement, the general skill levels of Dutch scientists in terms of societa l eng ag ement
and impact creation is high.
Dutch HEIs find themselves caught in an unhelpful bind a s far a s co ntribu tio n to s mart s pec ialisa tio n
strategies is concerned, because of the different orientations of their internal architecture toward s re gion al
engagement.
•
HEI strategic managers (board members) seek to identify substantial investment projects fea turing
knowledge exchange elements that release resources/ create infrastructures that underpin core teaching and
research activities whilst strengthening the research profile.
•
HEI support services are split between research services for individual researchers s eekin g g ran ts,
and contracting/ income generating activities around knowledge exchange.
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•
Individual academics engagement with regional partners fits their regular knowledge activities and
when regional engagement helps contribute to their individual teaching and research.
•
Some HEIs have specific infrastructures to promo te valorisation, such as science parks,
entrepreneurship stimulation and incubators, and employ professionals to deliver service bun dles th a t h elp
transfer technology into their regional contexts.
HEIs are not particularly well equipped to ensure there is good communica tions be tween th ese d ifferent
activities, and in many cases, innovation and valorisation activity b eco mes a s tan dalo ne s et o f p rojec ts
isolated from universities core teaching and research activities. Likewise, it is d ifficult fo r HE I lea der s to
effectively represent the interests of all these different academic staff, particularly those with a presen ce in
regional engagement that is not closely aligned with what have been id entified a s key e lements of th e
institutional profile. Under the intense institutional pressures from the governmental steering, there is a key
risk that Dutch HEIs engaging with their regions neglect those areas of ongoing activity tha t are no t known
about by university managers, and instead commit to projects that do not serve to bind university knowle dge
into regional innovation activities to create new economic development pathways.
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5

The regional HEI context in the Northern Netherlands

There is a long tradition of higher education in the Northern Netherla nds . Th e s ec ond un ivers ity in th e
Netherlands was founded in Franeker, Fryslân, in 1585 although this was disbanded during the Na po leonic
occupation and never restored. The University of Groningen (RUG) was founded in 1614 at the Initiative of the
City Assembly of Groningen and the surrounding region (the Ommeland), and althoug h th e re lation ship o f
university and surrounding region was sometimes difficult, a central Academy Bu ild in g wa s b uilt in 1850
funded by public subscription highlighting the relative importance of the university to the city. Although other
universities have opened branch campuses in the Northern Netherlands, reflecting in particular the de sire o f
Friesland for a university, RUG remains the only university in the Northern Netherlands.
The other key element of higher education in the Northern Netherlands is provided by th e Univers ities of
Applied Science (Hogescholen cf van Bemmel, 2006). These activities have a long history in the North , with
the Netherlands’ first teacher training programme being established in Gro ninge n in 179 7, th e Aca demy
Minerva in 1798 for arts education, and an agrarian education programme being established in 1925. UASs
were nationalised in 1963 and in 1984 separated from the s ec ond ary ed uca tion s yste m ma king the m
formerly part of higher education (although clearly distinct from the university sector). Th e s ec tor in 1984
was comprised of very many small institutions, and since that period, the emphasis has been on th e merg er
of institutions, often combining highly focused professional training colleges with more generalist institutions,
to create multi-site institutions. There are currently three UASs active in the Northern Netherlands, the Hanze
UAS, NHL Stenden and Van Hall Larenstein.
Hanze was created in 1986 at the time of the government policy of TVC (Specialisation and Concentration) as
a merger of 16 of the 24 smaller colleges in the city of Groningen. It today operates with locations in As sen ,
Leeuwarden and Amsterdam, with the majority of the activities located in Groningen. Hanze UAS is a b road
UAS covering a full range of disciplines from fine arts to en gineerin g a nd pro fes sions a ss ociate d with
medicine. The Institution of Engineering is located in Assen and has close working relationships with
businesses in the North, including the NAM (the state oil company) and Astron (qv). The UAS has developed a
portfolio of applied research closely aligned with regional needs, with specialisms in the biobas ed e con omy,
energy, healthy ageing, and entrepreneurship. The UAS has a strong focus on entre preneu rsh ip, a nd has
produced more than 350 start-ups in recent years.
NHL Stenden was formed in 2018 through a series of mergers; NHL was formed in 1987 as a re su lt o f TVC
driven mergers and with a very strong orientation towards the local regio n, Ste nden was c rea ted fro m a
merger of the Christian UAS in Leeuwarden and the UAS of Drenthe, which dates back to th e c rea tio n o f a
teacher training college in Meppel. This mergers have meant th at th ere are 12 c ampu ses , in clud ing 4
overseas locations (in partnership with local providers); there are 6 in the Northern Netherlands, including th e
only UAS on a Wadden Sea Island (Terschelling), as well as locations in Assen, Emmen, Groningen,
Leeuwarden and Meppel.. Its applied research focuses on three main areas, vital regions, smart susta inab le
industries and the service economy, and there are research groups in twelve areas, including health,
entrepreneurship, smart industry, sustainable materials, renewable resources and the maritime sector.
Van Hall Larenstein was formed in 2003 through a merger of two agricultural UASs, each themselves formed
through a merger of smaller colleges across the Netherlands. There was between 2004 and 2015 a close cooperation with the Wageningen University & Research which ended with VHL resuming full indepe nden ce in
2015. Despite these mergers, VHL is the smallest of the UASs, with around 4,000 students in two locatio ns,
Leeuwarden in the north and Velp in the east. Its applied research is concentrated into two main areas. Delta
Areas and Resources is primarily concerned with sustainability and landscape management, whilst Fo od and
Dairy is concerned with the sustainable production of food and dairy. As with the other UASs, their research is
primarily focused on near-to-market activities with research and technology development involving p artn ers
in the public and market sectors.
There are a number of nationally funded research institutions and activities in th e North ern Netherla nd s,
funded through the Dutch Science Council (NWO) and the Royal Academy for Arts and Sciences (KNAW). Th e
NWO funds a number of large infrastructures in the region, of which th e mos t famo us is a rgu ab ly th e
ASTRON- The Netherlands Institute for Radio Astronomy radio telescope array at Dwingeloo in Dren the and
the telescope facility in Groningen, along with a biobank, a centre for biomarkers, a d ata wareh ous e a nd a
synchrotron. The Dairy Campus national innovation and research centre part of Wageningen University and
Wetsus European centre of excellence for sustainable water technology, both with research and
demonstration facilities and based in Friesland. There are no KNAW- Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and
Sciences Institutes established in the Northern Netherlands, although the KNAW is involved in fin anc in g th e
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independent Fryske Akademy, which is responsible. There are nodes in a number of the national scientific and
research infrastructure activities in the Northern Netherlands, located within the RUG, inc ludin g a s tation
monitoring greenhouse gases, the Zernike Nanolab, a bioimaging centre (within UMCG) a nd a p rote omics
research centre.
The key public research organisations in Groningen have formed Northern Knowledge in an attempt to b etter
coordinate their individual efforts and to produce a more general contribution to the research and innovation
ecosystem in the Northern Netherlands. It formally consists of th e Rijkun ivers iteit Groning en (a nd th e
University hospital UMCG), along with the three UASs located in Groningen (Hanze, NHL Stenden and Van Hall
Larenstein), as well as 8 local vocational education colleges (the ROCs). Th eir a im is to h elp s uppo rt th e
development of a vibrant knowledge ecosystem in the north of the Netherlands, and in pa rticula r to make
knowledge held in universities, UASs and ROCs more accessible to regional users. They have identified 5 key
themes as areas for collaboration, and these are areas that align well with those in the smart specia lisa tio n
strategy for the Northern Netherlands, namely healthy ageing, the energy tra ns itio n, the d igita l so ciety,
biobased economy and agro-food. However, beyond Groningen there is not such a formal platform for direc t
collaboration between the public knowledge institutions in the wider region.

5.1
5.1.1

The role of HEIs in strengthening the S3 ecosystem
The S3 governance structure in the Northern Netherlands

The governance of the RIS3 (2014-19) in the Northern Netherlands is relatively complex because of the h ig h
degree of institutionalisation that has emerged as a result of the extensive policy interventions in the last 4 0
years. Since the introduction of the RIS3 strategy there has been a co nce rted e ffort to s treamline this
structure, and to integrate some of the separate activities that h ad be en c reated to st imu late th e RIS3
strategy. There is a long-standing culture of collaboration in the Northern Netherlands th at d ate s b ack at
least as far as the Kompas regional development programme for the North. This long sta nding inn ovation
governance system has at times struggled to adapt to the range of pressures placed on it, with the a moun ts
involved in investment programme making it a heavily politicised field, with co rrespo ndin g s cru tin y an d
accountability through the provincial chamber and the socio-economic council.
In contrast to some countries and regions that had to rush to draw up their RIS3 strategy in th e s ummer o f
2013 to comply with ex ante additionality requirements, the Northern Netherlands had begun its preparations
in a timely way. In 2011, a position paper was produced, the “Northern Netherlands and EU 2020” by a range
of partners including SNN, HEIs, ROCs, NOM, SERNN and the Chamber of Commerce. This report identified five
clusters that had been present in the Strategic Agenda Northern Netherlands (2007-13) a s b eing a s tro ng
basis for any putative RIS3 strategy (Edzes et al., 2011). SNN then asked SERNN to p rovide a dvice o n th e
RIS3 strategy explicitly building on the RIS 3 strategy, as well as the regional blueprint (houtko olsc hets ) for
structural funds 2014-20 published in 2012.
This document was published in July 2012, following both internal research as well as consultation with 39
regional stakeholders including the regional knowledge institutions. This advice recommended the choice for
four regional sectors, Agrofood, Healthy Ageing, Energy and Tourism, as well as first signalling the potential to
align the RIS3 with grand societal challenges, including smart growth, sustainable society a nd cro ss -bo rder
working. In the final RIS3 produced by SNN in 2013 (published in English in Septem ber), th e c ho ic e was
definitively made for a challenges based approach, using resources to create linkages b etwe en kno wled ge
institutions and businesses/ clusters to drive innovation around these four sectors, s usta inab le a gro-food ,
healthy ageing, clean energy and clean water provision.
Following the publication of the RIS3 strategy, a further document was pro du ced in 2014, th e No rthern
Innovation Agenda, which was adopted by the newly created Northern Innovation Board, envisaged by SNN as
providing steering and oversight to the RIS3 in the programming p eriod . In 2018, the NIB me rged with
another organisation to create the Economic Board of the North of the Netherlands. The ERDF Opera tional
Programme is overseen by a Programme Monitoring Committee involving a range of partners from
government, education, business and civil society, and there is also an independent body th at a s ses ses th e
applications made for support through the Operational Programme. In total, the regional RIS3 dossier c an b e
considered as being comprised of the following documents and analyses (including Annexes)
•

Position paper (SNN): 2011 (the Northern Netherlands and the EU2014-20).

•

Met kennis beter (SERNN): July 2012. (Advice on a framework for RIS in NNL)
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•

Houtkoolschets (DB-SNN): July 2012 (pitch to NL government on future of SFs)

•

S3 Strategy (SNN): Sept 2013 (formal document to meet ex ante conditionality)

•

Operational Programme ERDF (PMC): October 2014 (funding framework)

•

Northern Innovation Agenda (Taskforce RIS3 Northern Netherlands): January 2015

Box 3. Northern Netherlands RIS3 documents definition progress

The key governance issue regarding HEI involvement in S3 is that of the disconnect b etween th e s tra tegic
decision-making and implementation (AmbtelijkeWerkgroep, 2019). There are many useful initiatives and the
HEIs were fundamentally involved in both the development of the strategy and the proposal of the initiatives .
However, this has not achieved a more systematic integration of the HEIs into the RIS3 strategy. Th is iss ue
relates to one of the properties of good contemporary innovation policy, which intends to incen tivis e, s teer
and pump-prime good behaviours from all actors and not just subsidise desirable outcomes.
Effective spending of ESIF in HEIs involves funding activities that help reshape the HEIs to make th em m ore
systematically connected with regional partners/ innovation – throu gh th eir c ore te ac hing a n d re sea rch
activities, and not simply funding worthwhile technology transfer projects. The issue in the previou s p eriod
was the extent to which the ESIF funded projects did effectively combine to shift the HEIs’ internal innovatio n
support architectures, and it is not clear to what extent that shift has happened. There is the question a bo ut
the extent to which the demands of the S3 governance approach in the Northern Netherlands allows the HEIs
to develop internal self-knowledge and to mainstream support activities more effectively into th eir o verall
institutional framework.

5.1.2

S3 consideration of HEI capacities

In the case of Northern Netherlands the S3 process was somewhat drawn out with su cc ess ive d oc umen ts
resting sometimes invisibly on analyses and deductions made in antecedent documents (see 5.1). To m ake
sense of the consideration of the HEI capacities in the S3, it is necessary to reflect o n th e wa y tha t HEIs
capacities were considered in these antecedent documents. A very b rief p rec is of th is c ons idera tio n is
provided below, in the order in which these documents were produced.
•

Position paper (SNN, 2011)

This document set out the ambitions from the key partners in the Northern Netherlands for th e u se o f the
structural funds for the forthcoming programming period. The key challenge for the region is iden tified as
improving the region’s relative performance in the knowledge economy, something “that requires making full
use of the potential of the strong presence of knowledge infrastructure of the Northern Netherlands, with th e
University of Groningen, the UMCG, colleges and academies, and the existing alliances” (p.3). In te rventions
were directed through five clusters, each with its own so -called triple helix structure, again involving
universities, naming specific examples such as Wetsus, Energy Valley, INCAS3, the Carbohydrate Competenc e
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Centre and the Healthy Ageing Network. Both improving qualification levels and graduate retention were seen
as being important for regional development, giving HEIs an important role in that dimension.
•

Met kennis beter, (SERNN, 2012)

This document was an Advisory Report produced by SERNN as the ba sis for c on su ltations with re gional
partners to guide the S3. Its SWOT foregrounded the breadth of knowledge institutions as a c le ar re gional
strength, whilst highlighting the lack of highly skilled personnel and a mismatch of skills and jobs, as well as
the lack of tightly focused regional knowledge institutions. This document identified four indus trial c luste rs
that were concentrated in Northern Netherlands, and highlighted that the RIS3 needed to ensure that
investments flowed to knowledge institutions which helped make HEI knowledge more widely a cc ess ib le to
the clusters, such as with Wetsus. The regional labour market was also identified as one key mec han ism to
transfer technology and knowledge from HEIs (and colleges) to regional bus ines ses in th ese fo ur c lus ter
areas. The potential was identified to stimulate interactions between knowledge actors and between clus ters
through the use of centres of excellence. Universities, and in particular through their participation in H2020
were seen as effective conduits to bring new knowledge into the lead clusters. It recommend ed a lign ment
with the then recently-published national human capital agenda, and recommended theref ore the
development of regional human capital agendas for these top sectors to ensure skills ava ilability ma tche d
regional needs.
•

Houtkoolschets (MINEZ, 2012)

Although this document was prepared for a discussion between th e fou r NUTS1 re gions a nd th e Du t ch
Ministry, its analysis overlapped with the analysis of the SERNN document and is also therefore reflected in
the S3 document (MINEZ, 2012). This document noted on the first page that the region’s knowledge
institutions had developed very effective partnerships with the regional top sectors, re flec ting ve ry s tro ng
regional partnerships. The analysis highlighted low regional skills levels as a problem, but noted that regional
HEIs were engaged in a number of key clusters (highlighting water and agriculture). This is the document that
first recorded the shift from a cluster approach to a societal ch alleng e a ppro ach , a s a m ean s to bette r
connect regional HEIs’ knowledge with regional users and beneficiaries. This document proposed 5 goals, one
of which being “knowledge and innovation strength”, stimulating knowledg e inte ractio ns, clu sters , and
infrastructure, supporting living labs and the development of talent.
•

S3 Strategy, (SNN, 2013)

The focus for the RIS3 strategy (SNN, 2017a; SNN, 2017b) was knowle dge mobilisation, using challeng es to
produce knowledge and solutions in living lab contexts linking businesses, knowledge institu tio ns a n d HEIs .
This strategic document highlighted seven potential clusters, and made a selection of five in part re flecting
sectors with concentrations of knowledge in regional HEIs; the four challenges chosen are also a rea s wh ere
there are clear knowledge strengths in regional HEIs. The S3 also identifies ten living labs that are important
for the mobilisation of knowledge, and regional HEIs are involved in various ways in those living laboratories,
along with three ‘crossover projects’ to create regional knowledge concentra tions (Ca rboh ydra tes, Wa ter
Sanitation & Fall Prevention). One of the targets for their ‘Results Oriented Appro ac h’ was to s tate the re
would be a target set for the conversion of regional knowledge into new products and services. Th e S3 a ls o
proposed creating a Northern Netherlands Index to measure progress around the S3 implementation. Horizon
2020 and the Top Sector programmes (in the regional HEIs) are presented as being important for contributing
to the overall RIS3 effect. The section on regional collaboration sees the region al HEIs a s c ontrib uting to
implementation in many ways, supporting collaboration, raising skill levels and in crea sing the kn owledge
intensity of lower education levels.
•

Operational Programme (ERDF, 2014)

The Operational Programme ERDF of the Northern Netherlands is strongly rooted in the RIS3 s tra tegy and
takes forward the analysis and sectors selected by the RIS3 (PMC, 2014; SNN, 2014). The p rima ry fo cus of
the Operational Programme is in stimulating innovation in SMEs by assisting them to access various kind s o f
knowledge resources more easily. Those measures that are oriented towards HEIs include highly skilled staff,
specialist knowledge held in regional HEIs and participating in company-HEI networks. Re gio nal HEIs were
seen as being important participants although the rubric required that the primary pu rpos e o f a ny p roject
needed to be in ensuring innovation-stimulating resources could be better access ed b y the SM Es. 76 % o f
resources are being allocated to strengthening RTDI, with one priority being filling knowledge gaps neces sary
for innovation in priority sectors, casting a clear role for regional HEIs, and a second in buildin g n etworks to
assist SMEs access knowledge from partners including regional HEIs. A specific goal was set to incre ase the
number of SMEs working with knowledge partners (including universities) from 31% in 2010 to 35% (2023).
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The investment framework delineates specific activities requiring an input from HEIs, inclu ding livin g la bs ,
technology transfer infrastructures and human capital development programmes. There a re a ls o ro les for
regional HEIs to play in the second priority area, promotion of the low carbon economy.
•

Northern Innovation Agenda (TNN, 2015)

The NIA (Taskforce Noord Nederland, 2015) represents an attempt to ensure that the RIS3 strategy maintains
its currency during the programme period by a close and ongoing interaction with regional partners, includ ing
HEIs, with a project group that was intended to include universities (this has subsequently been merg ed in to
the Economic Board of the Northern Netherlands). In this document, the idea emerges that HEIs can functio n
as launching customers for some kinds of innovation developed by regional SMEs (although the idea was long
present that the government could play that role notably in water technology, as early as the KOERS strategy
of 2009). The document emphasised the existing strong partnerships b etwe en inn ovato rs a nd reg io nal
knowledge institutions and that the vision was to strengthen that by 2020. This document gives a systematic
list of interventions that could be potentially funded in each of the secto rs (b usin ess , g overnme nt, HEIs ,
intermediary organisations) to deliver the identified goals. This means that HEIs contributions are extensively
considered in the NIA For the theme Renewing the innovation ecosystem, th e rec ommen da tio ns a re for
projects to fund HEIs to simplify their SME support mechanisms, to better profile their centres of exc ellence ,
and to act as launching customers.

5.2

State of play of HEI collaborations with innovation ecosystem actors

The collaboration within the regional innovation ecosystem in the Northern Ne therla nds is – a s e xplicitly
identified in a number of the SWOT analyses – is relatively strong, and the regional HEIs are actively involved
in this in three main areas. Firstly, there are strong bilateral collaborations around particular projects – 1/3 o f
regional SMEs have had knowledge exchange activities with regional HEIs in the last three years . Sec ond ly,
universities are actively involved in the collective arran gemen ts th a t ha ve bee n c reated to e nc o urage
collaborations within the regional innovation ecosystems, including the cluster a ctivities (s uch a s E nerg y
Valley) and living labs. Thirdly, the universities engaged with innovation ecosystem g overn anc e a ctivities ,
including participation in the Innovation Board and the Economic Board for the Northern Netherlands.
The one area where collaboration has been weaker is in the collaboration around the innovation go verna nce
associated with the S3 process, this third element, with the Northern Innovation Agenda no t b ecoming th e
collective continually updated vision. There is a lack of flexibility and initiative in th e inte raction b etween
regional partners to ensure that individual projects add up to something that leaves a lasting imprint o n th e
regional innovation ecosystem. There is a desire amongst regional partners to ensure that this governan ce is
improved in the forthcoming programming period (2021-27) to improve the quality of co llabo ration s, an d
ultimately to use these projects to create a forward momentum for knowledge economy investments.
There is a clear geography in the innovation ecosystem both in terms of HEIs and oth er a ctors , c rea ting a
profound problem for involvement. Groningen is as a province a Strong+ innovator, and many RIS3
investments have gone to Groningen. Likewise, there is a concentration on HEIs in Gron in gen , c ertain ly in
terms of their knowledge economy capacity. Collaborative projects funded through the Operational
Programme have therefore been predominantly concentrated in the province of Groningen, and the existe nce
of Northern Knowledge as a collaboration of HEIS in Groningen that there is a lack of learning within regio nal
HEIs about operating collectively, and to develop sectoral approaches to innovation ecosystem contribution.
Although regional HEIs have individually been very effective in driving particular projects, there is s till n ot a
collective institutional space for HEIs and that in turn undermines having a strateg ic a gend a for HE in th e
Northern Netherlands that is more than the sum of the contribution that in divid ua l pro jects make to th e
regional economy. This is not necessarily a criticism of regional HEIs, becau se it is c ertainly m irro red by
divisions within the political landscape of the Northern Netherlands where Pro vinc es a re keen to in su re
knowledge economy investments benefits their territories. It is under these circumstances unsurpris in g th at
Wetsus and NHL Stenden should be more focused in their engagement at the scale o f Fryslâ n th an at th e
level of the Northern Netherlands. There is therefore a tendency to think in terms of the n ece ssa ry critical
mass in terms of the city or Provincial level, around very tightly focused themes, than to think where c ritical
mass exists at the level of the region (where you can drive between any two mainland points in less th a n 90
minutes).
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5.3

The role of HEIs in S3 implementation

The Northern Netherlands is a relatively innovative economy, alth ou gh HEIs a nd oth er pu blicly fun ded
knowledge institutions play an important role in supporting that knowledge economy. That is reflected in th e
extent to which HEIs have been involved in S3 implementation. There have been a total of 93 funded projects
to date under the four priority areas; a total of 36 of those projects have involved HEI participants, and 11 of
those have been led by HEIs and other regional knowledge institutions (including ASTRON). Re gion al HEIs
have been in close dialogue with the programme secretariat in SNN, and through their ongoing dialogue were
active in shaping the creation of the funding streams. They have also been important in terms of the drawing
down of subsidies, providing co-funding and leverage and maximising the impacts of these expenditu res o n
the regional knowledge economy.
This importance of HEIs to the delivery of the innovative aspects of the structural funds was also eviden t in
the previous programming period (2007-2013), the first time that innovation rea lly emerg ed a s a s tro ng
theme suitable for promotion by the structural funds. In this period, around 18% of total ERDF subsidies were
provided to project consortia including HEIs, and around half that amount was provided to proje ct c ons ortia
led by regional HEIs. Total project expenditure for these activities were around seven times the total invested
subsidy. The data provided by regional partners for the p rogra mming period 2007 -2013 la c ks hig her
disaggregation for a more detailed analysis.
Table 1. ERDF expenditure on innovation activities in HEI sector , Northern Netherlands, 2007-13

Total expenditure

%

Total subsidy

%

Leverage

All sectors

€1,191,457,335

100%

€191,820,400

100%

6.21

Involving HEIs

€251,441,893

21%

€33,985,313

18%

7.40

Led by HEIs

€113,479,895

10%

€18,111,459

9%

6.27

Source: authors own calculations based on SNN data.
In the programming period 2014-2020, the Northern Netherlands has chosen to align almost all expend itu re
(with the exception of the technical reserve) onto the two ERDF objectives 1 and 4. There a re fou r sp ecific
priority areas within the RIS3, namely the human capital agenda, knowledg e d evelopmen t, in novatio n &
valorisation (ERDF Objective 1) and the promotion of the low carbon economy (ERDF Objective 4). In ta b le 2
below, we present the breakdown of the allocation of these funds between the fo ur objective areas,
identifying the extent to which HEIs are involved in projects under those four priority areas, and in which th ey
are leading those priority areas.
The Human Capital Agenda is specifically related to the higher education (scientific education a nd prima rily
higher professional education), creating the higher level skills necessary for th e pro motion of inn ovation .
Although this only represents 2.4% of total ERDF expenditure in this period, all of the funded projects to date
include HEIs as partners, and ¾ of those projects are led by HEIs, such as projects creating high value-a dde d
skills for the biotechnology sector. Universities are likewise disproportionately represented in the knowledg e
development projects, representing 15% of all program expenditure but with universities involved in 41% of
project expenditure; one of the largest of these projects is Innofest, which fun ds ke y re gion al kno wled ge
partners including HEIs to develop knowledge to be more directly applicable to non-innovative companies that
nevertheless have a high innovative potential.
Universities are conversely slightly underrepresented in Innovation & Valoris ation , in vo lve d with p rojects
accounting for 24% expenditures and low carbon economy (17% expend itures ). Th is is no t nec ess arily
surprising given the role of Dutch HEIs in terms of creating knowledge capital and human capital; much of the
innovation and valorisation activities are related to healthcare sectors where innovation ta kes p lace muc h
closer to the knowledge base such as a living lab for eHealth(and often in the public health sector which may
in turn be affiliated to HEIs). Low carbon technology projects are typic ally rela ted to water, e nergy a nd
packaging, including for example a low energy computing pro ject to geth er with th e ASTRON fa cility in
Drenthe.
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Table 2 ERDF expenditure on innovation activities in HEI sector, Northern Netherlands, 2014 -2020

Priority Area

All projects

Projects involving HEI

HEI investments

Human Capital Agenda

€ 5,254,757

€ 5,254,757

€ 2,545,831

1%

100%

48%

€ 32,825,930

€ 12,657,949

17%

53%

20%

€ 184,164,370

€ 52,611,640

€ 21,956,623

49%

29%

12%

€ 122,736,091

€ 15,230,917

€ 6,117,671

33%

12%

5%

€ 374,397,195

€ 105,923,244

€ 43,278,074

Knowledge Development € 62,241,977

Innovation. Valorisation

Low Carbon

TOTAL

Source: Data and table by SNN (July 2020).
Turning to consider which areas the individual HEIs have spent their resources on, table 3 b elow s hows th e
total project expenditure by HEIs on projects within the 2014-20 programme. By way of clarific ation , what
this table shows is the total amount spent on program elements undertaken b y HEIs with in c ons ortium –
there is a leverage of c. 7 for the programme as a whole, so these expenditures are u nd erpinne d b y muc h
lower overall subsidies. The biggest recipient of funds is the Rijksuniversiteit Gro ning en, wh ich u nd ertoo k
projects totalling around €10m in the period. Perhaps surprisingly, the next bigges t ex pend iture wa s with
institutions outside Northern Netherlands, including the Radboud, Twente a nd Delft Un ivers itie s, a n d th e
national research centres TNO and ECN. There was around €1.6m of exp enditu re in n on -HEI kno wled ge
centres, including ASTRON, the Leeuwaarden Medical Centre, the Roden Health Hub and Wetsus. The s eco nd
largest regional investor was the UMCG (the Groningen university hospital) with the th re e UASs in vesting
substantially less than these amounts, with Van Hall Larenstein participating in one project on the biocirc ular
economy.
In terms of which HEIs have been most active in contributing to which of the four priority areas, we s ee th at
the majority of the contribution to the human capital agenda has come about through ex pend itu re b y NHL
Stenden, whilst all the other HEIs have contributed in some areas. Knowledge development has been led by
the university and the UMC, with involvement from other regional HEIs and knowledge institutions. Innovation
and valorisation has been dominated by the RUG, with other substantive contributions coming from th e UM C
and also from projects by partners outside the region. Fin ally, the lo w ca rbo n ec ono my p roje cts h ave
primarily involved expenditure from knowledge institutions outside the Northern Netherlands, with RUG als o
substantively involved and a few more marginal activities in other HEIs and knowledge activities.
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Table 3 Total P roject Expenditure on HEI involved projects, ERDF, Northern Netherlands, 2014 -2020

HEI

Human
Agenda

RUG

Capital

Knowledge
Development

Innovation.
Valorisation

Low Carbon

Total

€ 1,483,149

€ 1,424,080

€ 13,522,552

€ 2,316,053

€ 18,745,835

NonNN

€0

€ 179,580

€ 578,516

€ 188,444

€ 946,540

MCL

€0

€0

€ 113,343

€0

€ 113,343

UMCG

€0

€ 8,882,539

€ 3,010,738

€0

€ 11,893,278

Hanze

€ 281,386

€ 600,459

€ 2,768,439

€ 1,486,775

€ 5,137,059

NHL Stenden

€ 781,296

€ 373,681

€ 441,905

€ 171,540

€ 1,768,422

VHL

€0

€ 40,384

€0

€0

€ 40,384

Other

€0

€ 1,157,225

€ 1,521,130

€ 1,954,859

€ 4,633,214

Total

€ 2,545,831

€ 12,657,949

€ 21,956,623

€ 6,117,671

€ 43,278,074

Source: Data and table by SNN (July 2020).
An additional investment instrument is provided by the REP fund from th e M inistry o f E co nomic Affairs ,
intended to provide a national and regional investment stream to complement the European investments. This
invested a total of €90m into projects with a strategic emphasis for the north of the Netherlands . Of th es e
12 projects, only one of them did not involve HEI partners, the RIG investment su bs id y for la rge b us iness
investments into the north. The other projects all involved a total subsidy inves tment o f €85m a nd a c ofinancing granted of €135m, producing a total investment into the north o f €220m. A n u mber o f th ese
projects have related to specifically improving the regional innovation infrastructure around th e c lus ters o f
strategic interest, most notable investments into Wetsus, the Energy Academy and the Dairy campus.
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Table 4 Subsidies provided to strategic regional projects, Northern Netherlands, 2014-20

Project Name

Total subsidy provided

Wetsus

€38.480m

Dairy Campus

€15.000m

Energy Academy Europe Facilities

€14.500m

World Class Composites Solutions

€5.842m

Region of Smart Factories (RoSF)

€4.411m

ZAP Groningen: the innovation cluster

€2.544m

CarboBased

€2.334m

LNG; game-changer in shipping

€1.348m

Nice Matters

€1.000m

Inbiolab Chemistry & Engineering

€1.000m

TOTAL

€86.461m

Source: Data and table by SNN (July 2020).
Arguably the greatest limitation in terms of the participation of the HEIs in the delivery of the RIS3 stra tegy
was the HEIs capacities to remain engaged during the implementation phases of particular projects. Although
HEIs were active at the strategic level during the formulation, con sulta tion a nd fin alisa tion o f th e RIS3
strategy, once subsidies had been allocated and project funding won there was a tend enc y with in HEIs to
focus on delivering those projects rather than continually attuning the projects to th e o verall p rog ramme
fulfilment. The main focus should be on the individual projects adding up to the overa ll de sired o utc ome,
namely the strengthening of the position of the region in the knowledge economy by improving focus o n th e
four identified challenge areas.
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6
6.1

Results
Connecting SMEs

6.1.1 Introduction to the key drivers and trends around connecting SMEs
One of the biggest challenges for smart specialisation strategies is in connecting to SMEs (small and mediu m
sized enterprise). The smart specialisation strategies have been premised upon en trepren euria l d isc overy
processes that reveal and harness a diverse set of knowledges held by a wide range of actors in a re gion al
territory. The strategic process then finds ways to firstly identify where new valuable c om binatio ns c an b e
made, then secondly integrates them into the overall regional strategy, before thirdly ensuring tha t fund ing
instruments support and make possible real new combinations in practice. This is intended to try a n d d efe at
an inertia that can emerge in regional innovation partnerships where a few key active stakeh olde rs – often
with very partial or limited interests – unduly shape EDPs, strategies and implementation, with the result th at
the strategies do not create new regional development pathways.
This is not a particularly surprising situation; the vast majority of all firms are a lwa ys s mall, a nd la ck th e
resources, structures and capacities to effectively participate in these three key processes. Not a ll firm s are
sufficiently innovative to be able to meaningfully participate in these activities, but partic ip ation ra te s are
typically so low across all three of these phases that this can undermine the sense that there is an y kin d o f
new activities being created. The simple reality is that for most firms, the only realistic opportunity to engag e
is in joining into activities and projects once those strategies have been finalised. But if those strategies have
not been drawn up in ways that allow regional SMEs to participate, then that can undermine th e s ucc ess of
the implementation. A typical example here are high-tech clusters consisting of existing strong partn ersh ips;
they can be extremely inaccessible and even irrelevant for other regional companies.
This is the key issue of SME connectivity in smart specialisation strategies, in tha t th e s trateg ie s h ave to
create opportunities for actors that on the whole are simply incapable of clearly voicing their inte rests in a
way that can be heard. Many of these companies need fairly basic kinds of knowledge that on their o wn are
not necessarily sufficiently complex to involve universities in.
They may not have the time to work together with other companies to draw up a shared knowledg e ag end a
that universities could potentially become involved in. They are not a lways ab le to s ign al wh at kinds o f
potential they have that could be unlocked by a shared project or p iece o f infrastru ctu re th at c ou ld b e
supported by regional funds. The only way that regional partners can hear these voices are if this long tail o f
potential innovators can be better connected to other stakeholders that do have the capacity to u nders tan d
where those opportunities might arise.
The key issue is therefore one of aggregation – connecting SMEs together to turn these many small problems
into something that can form a research and innovation agenda that is sufficiently dense to fo rm th e ba sis
for a regional specialisation. These connections are not always simplistic: successful projects and programmes
often depend on a wider ecosystem of partners with many different connection s. Th es e ec osys tems lin k
universities, UASs, regional colleges, applied technology organisations, consultancies, large firms a nd SMEs
together in ways that are sometimes quite informal, serendipitous and tacit. In short, knowledge linkag es to
SMEs are activities that are precisely those activities that are not reducible to fixed-length projects with clear
outputs, and which are difficult to include in smart specialisation strategies and Operational Programmes.

6.1.2 Overview of the situation in the Northern Netherlands
These drivers and trends had a very specific manifestation in the context of th e No rthern Neth erlan ds as
reported in the interviews and confirmed in the focus groups. The main issue was that there was a very lo ng
tail of SMEs that were not active in high-technology innovation of the kind th a t is re ad ily id entified and
supported by policy processes such as smart specialisation strategies and Operational Pro gra mmes . Th ere
were relatively few innovation leaders, along with a few clusters of innovative businesses in are as s u ch as
medtech and advanced materials and high technology systems. But at the same time, other schemes such as
innovation vouchers suggested that there were far more firms attempting to engage with u niversities an d
become innovative than were being reached by policy makers. An interplay of five factors was le ad in g to a
substantive underperformance of the policy framework to support innovative SMEs in the Northern
Netherlands.
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1. The first of those was that there were many SMEs that were active in traditional industries that te nded to
be framed as low-technology and non-innovative. It was clear that there were sectors such as agriculture that
were indeed highly innovative. The Dairy Campus in Leeuwarden and the potato starch research activities in
Groningen are related to agricultural sectors that have the potential to be highly innovative. At the same time,
they are led by a relatively limited number of companies that have the resources and the funding to invest in
building relationships with the university. The Avebe innovation ce ntre a t th e Zern ike c am pus is a g ood
example of the ways in which the RUG, Hanze and UMCG can build links to b usin ess es in pu tatively low technology centres, offering linkages and opportunities for other businesses, researchers and students to work
on those activities. But at the same time, for those lower-technology industries without lead companies s uc h
as Philips or AVEBE there are real questions in the extent to which SMEs in those sectors are able to c onn ect
to HEIs.
2. The second issue was that the innovation policy arena wa s in a p os itio n o f e x treme matu rity which
potentially hindered dynamic change of those involved. The Northern Netherlands h as b een a re cipien t of
regional policy since the Marshall Fund investments in South East Drenthe in the1950s, an d th ere a re very
strong coalitions that exist around regional development policy. The Dutch government were ve ry stro ng in
pushing from 1998 onwards the idea that regional development must be driven o n th e b as is o f s u cces s
rather than compensating failure. As a major regional policy recipient, actors in th e No rthern Neth erland s
have this long experience of being required to demonstrate their success, a nd in crea sing ly tha t th ey are
driving innovation. This has created ‘strong ties’ in the policy networks that are not always immediately o pen
to new players.
3. Thirdly, and related to this, is that there also a number of long-standing clusters and regional networks. The
two most obvious examples of this are the Water Campus in Leeuwarden and the High Technology Systems
cluster around Drachten, but this also includes activities such as what was called until very re cently E nerg y
Valley in Groningen. Others such as the Dairy Campus working on research, innovation and edu ca tio n in th e
dairy industry or the important health cluster with the Healthy Ageing Network and the University of
Groningen and UMCG being part of the EIT Health Knowledge and Innovation Community in partners hip with
150 EU world-class organisations from the EU. These clusters have for the last decade had to orient
themselves to national policy agendas and networks as a result of th e Top Sector p olicy , ho wever a ls o
strongly looking to their international relevance through increased critica l ma ss, c ontinu ous ly looking to
expand their networks through an ambitious research prog ramm e a nd a ction s to a ttrac t intern ation al
business.
4. The fourth issue is that there has been a strong sub-regional geography chosen for the kinds of activities to
be supported, such as water for Friesland, energy for Groningen a nd s en sor te ch nolo gy in Dre nthe. Th e
activities and their locations have central locations within their respective provinces, and this can reduce their
accessibility to companies in other parts of the region. Although the Northern Netherlands is by n o m ean s a
geographically large region, its knowledge spill-overs occur primarily locally, which sig nals its in nova tio n
capacity outside the main capital cities, contributing to a balanced and de-centra lised inno vation s yste m.
However, a perception of provincial specialisations instead of regional ones should be avoided, introducing the
needed incentives for potential innovators with specialisations that are hosted by another province to a cc ess
those knowledge services effectively.
5. The final problem is that despite this long history of competitiveness and innovation policy in the North ern
Netherlands, there has been a continuity problem which has hindered the steady development of com pan ies
up what might be considered as the “innovation capacity escalator”. In an ideal scenario, a potential innovator
encounters a knowledge source and is persuaded that innovation is possible, a n d th ey de velo p a on e -o ff
project that helps that firm become innovative. That firm then realises the value of innovation a nd beg ins a
more recurrent relationship with that knowledge source. In the course of multiple innovation p roc ess es, th e
firm becomes aware of other companies facing similar questions, and starts to develop its wider n etworks .
Over time, those wider networks incorporate more knowledge providers and start to function as a cluster. With
the best will in the world, the policy framework has not supported th a t ste ady e vo lution an d h as ra ther
focused on one-off projects that disappear after their completion.

6.1.3 Analysis of the key processes at play in the Northern Netherlands
The issue of SME connectivity is affected by the regional environment in the Northern Netherla nds a nd th e
underlying structure of the regional knowledge economy. The fundamental point is that the Northern
Netherlands is a sparse polycentric urban region with a strong rural hinterland. The m os t importa nt c ity is
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Groningen, and then there are smaller cities in Heerenveen, Leeuwarden and Drachten, and then smaller cities
in Drenthe including Assen and Emmen. These smaller cities d o n ot h ave a s trong reg io na l kn owledge
function; their knowledge spillovers are primarily restricted to their immediate localities. Although the region is
small in geographical terms, there is also relatively low mobility in the region, local areas are self-contained in
terms of the patterns of commuting, service use and interactions. It is only really the city of Gro ning en th at
plays a strong regional role.
One key dimension here is the lack of strong agglomeration and urbanisation economies o uts ide th e m ain
urban core area of Groningen, and the problems that exist in connecting SMEs that a re ou tside th es e co re
urban areas to the correct knowledge networks. There are local campuses and innovation hubs from a number
of the regional HEIs outside their main campus areas; Groningen has opened a University College in
Leeuwarden. Likewise the merger that led to the formation of NHL Stenden has given it campuses at As s en,
Emmen, Groningen, Leeuwarden and Meppel, as well as on the Frisian island of Terschelling. Ne verthe less ,
these local activities tend to be relatively small and specialised, and without the critical mass to offer a wide
range of services for local SMEs.
There is one UAS that is specialised on agriculture and the biobased economy, Van Hall Larenstein , b ut th at
has its Northern Netherlands campus in Leeuwarden, and is not necessarily immediately relevant to all ru ral
SMEs. One particular sector that was regularly named were comp anies inno vating in imp rovin g s ervice
provision and liveability in the rural areas; their relative lack of size, capital and R&D in tensity a nd remo te
rural location made this group of companies relatively difficult to access.
The regional connectivity issue is therefore at least partly an issue of how can the size of Groningen a nd its
role as a global hub be borrowed by places (and their innovation activities) outside Groningen to create m ore
regional critical mass in knowledge economy activities. There appears to be a relatively high attrition rate in
terms of becoming innovative for of those innovative SMEs which fall outside a quite narrowly define d c ore.
Those firms that are not high-technology businesses in priority sectoral areas with their own R&D en gineers
located in the region’s main urban areas are disconnected from the regional knowledge infrastructure and are
difficult to influence using the policy levers identified in the RIS3 stra tegy. An d taken in a ggre gate , th is
discouragement effect prevents any kind of “innovating escalator” operating which can pro duc e c ompeten t
innovators around which new innovation projects, networks and potentially clusters can be built.

6.1.4 Key success factors in producing positive results
This suggests a model for the emergence of the knowledge economy in the Northern Netherlands, which is as
a kind of “ink blot” that has gradually been spreading out; several lead companies and universities develop a
“research & innovation club” and smaller businesses are able to participate once it is operating succes sfully.
The core of this knowledge economy is based around high technology businesses in priority se ctora l are as
with their own R&D engineers located in the region’s main urban areas. Th es e ten d to b e rela tively well
connected to regional HEIs, and there have been many projects successfully d evelop ed d rawing u po n th e
networks and connections between them. Success in this sense is an extension of the ink blot to c over m ore
innovative firms who could perform better if they could develop more structural connection s with re gion al
networks and HEIs (this is the ‘Connecting SMEs’ challenge for the Northern Netherlands). From the interviews
and focus groups, we were able to identify a range of promising activities where the RIS3 had contribu ted to
the KE Ink Blot spreading out, and the activities which helped to drive this typically offered one or more of the
following six mechanisms.
1. Access via informal networks. The first element of “connecting SMEs” comes through the us e of informal
networks to access SMEs. Building connections between innovators and researchers involves qu ite a l ot o f
commitment to have any chance of success, and informal networks can help build tru st b etween p artn ers
prior to the point that a go/no-go meeting takes place. Alumni networks were identified as o ne o f th e m os t
vital assets to connect into regional businesses, because many potential and novice inn ovato rs d o e mploy
graduates that have connections back to their universities. These can in turn help build up connections wh ic h
involve much less commitment than R&D projects (see 2. below), but at the same tim e help to build
“organisational proximity” between companies and HEIs which can in turn help facilitate b etter s u bse quen t
collaboration.
2. Low barrier-to-entry activities. The second element of “connecting SMEs” into regional in no vation c omes
through offering activities to potential innovators that have a very low barrier to entry but still allow
meaningful connections to build up with regional knowledge providers. The Northern Netherlands is extremely
skilled in the use of education to play this role, partly because of the preponderance of UASs in the region. But
the Innovation Workplace concept that has been developed in the Northern Netherlands is genuinely
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impressive in terms of the structured way that it builds up connections between firms and HEIs th r o ugh th e
use of student projects. What is more remarkable are those examples of innovation workplaces th a t do no t
just involve higher education but also vocational training (the Dutch MBO institutes) which in turn inc reas es
the chance that the firms can access knowledge that will be immediately relevant to them.
3. Follow-up trajectories. The third element of connecting SMEs into regional inn ovation wa s th ro ugh th e
existence of follow-up activities that allowed innovating SMEs that had had a useful low-intensity interactio n
with HEIs (potentially through an innovation workplace) to undertake a follow-up activity. Th e se were le ss
systematically organised than the Innovation Workplaces and tended to rely on having a s tro ng a nima teur
coordinating the activities, and strong local policy support for the activities. A n u mb er of th ese h a d b een
organised around the Centres of Excellence and the Centres for Innovative Craftsma nsh ip. Th e lec tora ten
from the UASs here played an important role, providing the necessary stability for the projects th a t allo wed
the activities to continue beyond the immediate project funding life.
4. Shared research agendas. A fourth element of connecting SMEs into re gion al inn ovation was th ro ugh
activities which allowed individual company issues to be developed and combined into c ollec tive p rob lems
which were then sufficiently substantive to represent a meaningful knowledge request for universities. That is
something that large companies tend to be relatively good at doing, and it is challenging to involve SMEs in
those discussions. Where this was successful in the Northern Netherlands was where there were higher-level
discussions between HEIs and large innovative companies, alongside lower-level discuss io ns b etween HE Is
and SMEs, often around applied research and student projects. The critical element here was in those centre s
developing pathways that allowed the knowledge in those SMEs – often at an operational and applied level –
to influence the high-level strategic plans and to ensure that the projects, programmes and strateg ies were
interesting and accessible for potential and novice innovative companies.
5. Sustained research directions. What the ERDF is good at funding is the infrastructure to support knowledg e
collaborations, such as the proeftuinen (living laboratories) that were fun ded un der th e la st Op era tio nal
Programme. The challenge for the Northern Netherlands is in identifying potentially promising areas that are
genuinely novel and which incorporate more SMEs into their activities. Where this happened in th e reg ion, it
was when there were some companies and HEIs that were working together on a collective set of ac tivities,
often in a rather low-intensity way, and they were able to sustain that direction of tra vel to b u ild up the
impetus for a large activity. These activities tended to be driven by individuals within HEIs who saw the valu e
of these activities and were able to persuade their boards of the value in supporting and investing in th os e
activities to create a cluster that would then support high quality rese arch a ctivities (see 6 . Le vera ging ,
below).
6. Leveraging expert innovators. The final element of connecting SMEs came through the levera ging o f the
expert innovators, usually large R&D intensive companies that were m akin g u se o f the ERDF an d o ther
innovation funds to support their core activities. One key role that the HEIs were able to play was in ens uring
that the proposed activities could be leveraged to create spillovers for smaller, less expert firms. Th e mos t
convincing examples of this we found were in the Campus locations that were develo ped with a few lead
anchor innovators, and then facilities operated by HEIs alongside shared space for other innovators,
researchers, companies and students. The visit to the Water Campus provided a very clear e xa mple o f h ow
this can be achieved, with a full spectrum of knowledge activities from Ph.D. research through to engagement
with school children, with extensive support from public authorities at the regional, provincial and city s cale.
There are similar campuses and locations around the region specialised in such areas as energy, the biobased
economy, sensor technology, and high-technology systems. In each of these campuses, the fertility o f th e
ecosystem was provided by the productive interplay of the anchor innovators and the knowledge institu tio ns
(primarily HEIs but also TNO and other publicly funded innovation organisations).

6.1.5 Challenges undermining effective contributions
The interviews and focus groups also provided the opportunities to identify where there were still problems in
connecting SMEs into innovation activities that had not been addressed in the last programming period. These
are the key challenges that need to be addressed if the HEIs in the Northern Netherlands are to harness th eir
knowledge capacities to maximise the regions’ innovative capacity. Some of the challenges were n ot re ally
innovation challenges, but were a result of other factors at play, such a s the sen se o f pa roch ia lism a nd
separation between three provinces which continue to function as politically distinct entities. Some o f the se
challenges were revealed through the fact that when they were addressed, then the results were impress ive,
such as the fragmentation within the knowledge sectors. Other challenges emerged as a consequence of th e
wider policy arena, whether the peculiar requirements of ERDF funding, the way that the region had chosen to
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allocate its resources, or the fact that the Dutch government had allocated all skills fun ding na tiona lly to
intermediate labour market projects. We identified six areas where there were still proble ms in co nnec tin g
SMEs and which should be the future focus for maximising HEI contribution to regional economic
development.
1. Restrictive thematic interpretations. The first challenge arose because of a tendency to ta ke ex ces sively
stringent, and often very technologically-focused, interpretations of thematic areas. This partly arose because
these thematic areas had tended to be formulated by existing innovators, and the innovators in th ese are as
that were engaged with the consultation processes tended themselves to be R&D intensive companies, with a
technological focus. The result was that areas such as healthy ageing or the energy transitio n ten ded to b e
exclusively regarded as producing technological solutions for particular problems and not in a dd ress in g th e
social dimensions of these problems, such as in creating new owners hip m ode ls for d istrib uted e nerg y
infrastructures or maintain service provision in remoter rural areas.
2. Restrictive staffing requirements. The second challenge was that the practicalities of the who le a pproach
presupposed that participants would have full-time R&D staff and R&D administrators who could spend large
amount and possibly all their time working on innovation projects. The reality in the Northern Nethe rland s is
that the bulk of innovation is carried out in firms led by either directors or employees who are alread y d oin g
income generation activity; demands that these staff then shift entirely to doing R&D activities is unrea listic
because they are not easily replaced to fulfil their duties. This a lso h a s th e effe ct th at it in crea ses th e
riskiness of innovation, which because of the financial aspects is already a risky activity for a small busines s.
The overall effect is to reduce the number of firms that are able to construct innovation projects in pra ctical
ways that are not excessively risky.
3. Missing knowledge chain links. A third element that is clearly a challenge for firms is th a t the re is n ot
necessarily a single expert that has all the necessarily knowledge to address their problems, but rather that it
is spread across different actors. Firms need ´knowledge bundles´ but in many cases there are no
mechanisms that are pulling together knowledge bundles even virtually.
Some of the cluster organisations and centres of excellence are bringing tog ethe r a ra n ge o f kn owle dge
actors that could be integrated into knowledge bundles. But a recurrent problem remains that it is to o ea sy
for a firm to become discouraged through contact with universities.
There are intermediaries and brokers that can help companies, but they risk e nd in g u p c ha sing su bs id ies
rather than helping firms to build up the necessary knowledge contacts.
4. Fragmentation in the knowledge sector. In the context of this p rojec t, o ne o f the c riticism s th at was
constant made was the fact that the regional HEI sector had not managed to co ord in ate its elf to p rovide
consistent support for SMEs. One area of disconnect was between the strategic priorities of th e ins titutions
and the actual activities undertaken by HEI researchers, and the fact that no one at a central HEI le vel knew
all the activities that were taking place. A second area of disc onn ect wa s th at th ere w a s n o c on sisten t
knowledge of what kinds of knowledge assets there were across all HEIs aro und pa rticula r s ecto rs and
societal challenges. There were some promising collaborations, such as the VHL- NHL Stenden shared site in
Leeuwarden and between the HEI and regional college secto r. Com bined with a co ntinued c ompetition
between the institutions as well as collaboration, the overall effect that this had for innovative SMEs was to
make the knowledge landscape extremely confusing and thereby discourage collaboration.
5. Governance challenges. There was sustained criticism in the interviews and the focus groups regarding th e
governance and decision-making around the instruments, and in particular around the necessary flexibility to
create a supportive policy environment for innovative SMEs. The governance model should look to introducing
appropriate channels for SMEs voices to be heard, considering their needs in terms of innovation environment
and support instruments. The region has been particularly c areful in th e integ ration of SMEs in Smart
Specialisation. The ERDF Operational Programme includes supporting schemes for SMEs, with one scheme for
individual SMEs assessed by SNN and a second scheme to support HEI-companies co lla bo ration in la rger
consortia assessed by an independent panel of experts committee. In this regard, the sec ond s chem e has
received very positive feedback from the EC impact evaluation in 2018. Both, the one assessed by SNN and
the one by external experts are evaluated based on objective evaluation criteria, tha nks to th e ex tens ive
experience of SNN in innovation projects evaluation and a reputed name of external experts.
Despite the efforts, it seems the effect of this was to discourage SMEs from coming forward a n d ma kin g
proposals that had the highest chance of getting funding not that made the greatest contrib ution to b eing
funded. There was also a confusing effect from the proliferation of subsidy funds, from the ERDF, provincial
funds, inter-municipality funds, and national funds, all s eeking to pro mote in novation in th e No rthern
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Netherlands, but each with their own requirements and priority areas. The net effect of this challenge was to
create a sense of lock-in within the kinds of projects being proposed, repeating existing successful a ctivities
rather than diversifying and upscaling the regional knowledge economy infrastructure.
6. Skills for innovation. The biggest limitation for innovation in the SME sector in the Northern Netherla nd s is
the fact that innovation is incredibly complicated business. For SMEs it is complicated by the fact th a t th ere
are a few individuals in a company who are trying to balance a huge range of activities, connecting SMEs to
innovation requires connecting them to those with the skills to carry out, upscale, exploit and generate pro fit
from innovation. It is genuinely amazing that there is no scope within the RIS3 strategy to think strateg ic ally
about how innovation skills can be built within the SME sector, so that they ca n p articipa te in in nova tio n
projects in a way that maximises the benefit to the company. Although the HE sector is h elping to e du cate
individuals with better understandings of how to innovate, there remains a problem in lin king thes e s killed
graduates to companies in ways that those skills are used to improve SME innovation performance.

6.1.6 Strategic and operational ways forward
There are some fairly straightforward strategic changes that could be made tha t would g reatly fac ilitate
connecting SMEs better into regional innovation processes.
• There is a need for a political structure for the region that better reflects th e rea lity o f the reg io n; th e
Northern Netherlands is a polycentric region with an extensive rural hinterland , a nd c on nectio ns b etween
places need to be managed at a regional scale to maximise knowledge spillovers and critical mass, in place of
today’s parochial approach.
• The region’s HEIs need to be better at influencing the regional agenda. An urgent first step would a ppro ac h
to be the development of a regional HEI platform that begins to map the reg ion’s kn owle dge a s sets an d
resources in ways that are accessible to users, and which does not quickly channel users towards visiting o ne
HEI rather than another.
• There needs to be a foregrounding of the human capital dimension for SME innovation , in pa rtic ula r the
skills necessary for innovation and managing innovation projects, and providing SMEs with a cces s a t th e
margins to the necessary skills to enable them to participate in innovation projects.
• There is a geography to innovation in the Northern Netherlands, and there is a need for balanced a cc ess to
regional knowledge resources, ensuring the campuses knowledge hubs are widely spread across th e re gion ,
while ensuring dense clustering effect with the rich territorial network of actors.
• There is a need to better upscale small-scale successes. This is tru e a t every le ve l fro m th e ind ividu al
microbusiness that may not be able to grow, to a one-off collaboration th a t is a llowed to wither a fter a
promising success and fails to become a network or cluster organisation.
• There is a need for a more ambitious strategic perspective and to ensure that the strategic level represen ts
a pathway to upscaling existing regional to create transformative regional impacts, rather th an the c u rrent
situation which is that priority areas represent what is currently done well.
There are also a number of more operational changes that could be implemented in the coming programming
period that would make it possible to optimise the contributions that HEIs are able to ma ke to c onn ecting
SMEs to regional innovation.
• The proeftuinen were generally regarded as being a very successful way to bring together diverse groupings
of researchers and other stakeholders to work together on innovative projects that add e d u p to more th an
‘the sum of the parts’; a similar approach could be applied in other contexts and other th emes o u tside th e
more immediately high-technology.
• There seemed to be a clear opportunity to create a link and use students more actively in open inno vation
projects; there were open innovation projects, and students were active in innova tion workpla ces , b ut th e
connection had not been made to use students systematically to drive open innovation.
• There is a need to ensure that there is a proper consideration of the various non-technology dimen sion s in
the projects created, from ensuring that there is support for social innovation activitie s, in co rpora tin g and
developing the necessary skills for innovation, and supporting non venturing entrepreneurs hip (e.g.
intrapreneurship, institutional entrepreneurship) that nevertheless drives innovation activities.
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• There could be better use made of the Practoraten in the regional vocational colleges to c reate lin ks into
potential and novice innovating businesses, and to help their staff become aware of th e o pp ortun ities and
demands of participating in innovation activities.
• More joint funding of activities is needed between HEIs and VET colleges in NNL; there were a few
impressive examples of the way that this allowed creative collaborations of education institution s to cre ate
productive knowledge ecosystems where students and researchers could be coupled to SMEs to drive applied
research and development.
• The single activity that HEIs could offer to raise regional innovation levels is a fast track training programme
for aspiring innovative SMEs that accelerates their learning to make the m ex perts in d rivin g c ontinu ous
innovation.

6.2

Human capital

6.2.1 Introduction to the key drivers and trends around human capital
There can be a tendency for policy makers to make an artificial and unhelpful distinction between
technological innovation and human capital development. For regional innovation, human capita l levels are
strongly associated with innovative performance. When human capital is acknowledged as b eing im portant
for technological innovation, then this tends to be framed in terms of high-level skills such as PhD.s for R&D
engineers. Innovation strategies therefore have a tendency to frame the human capital challeng e as
producing highly skilled personnel for the most innovative sectors.
But just as innovation is not exclusively a process of technological development, not all innovation is driven by
the development of new rods, and does not exclusively take place within activities formally badged as “R&D”.
The benefits of human capital for regional innovation processes come a bo ut th rou gh s killed, kn owledge
employees autonomously using their knowledge in the course of their work. So me o f th a t ma y b e in R&D
engineers deploying scientific and entrepreneurial kno wled ge in forma l inno vation p roc ess es. Bu t th e
deployment of knowledge in application contexts depends on a much wider array of skills being present, a t a
variety of skill levels, that can ensure that that knowledge can be used effectively. This issue of
complementary knowledge is also important, meaning that the value of human capital lies n ot o nly in its
relevance to the problem but in its capacity to be applied together with complementary kinds of knowled ge.
This means that human capital for innovation is not just about skill levels, but the capacities of different kinds
of employees at different levels to be able to work together effectively about innovation.
The challenge here for education in contributing to inn ovation is in providing both the knowledge
competencies but also the knowledge combination competencies. The notion of 21st century skills (Euro pean
Council, 2018), has been developed to try to articulate this point that it is not just possessing knowledge , b ut
seeing opportunities to apply it and working with others to use it in the context of application. There are now a
range of pedagogies in use that foreground teamwork and creativity amongst learners, with c rea tivity a s a
key transversal skill for lifelong learning (Lucas & Venckutė, 2020). Entrepreneurial education has emerged as
a trend to encourage learners not just to think about using their knowledge to create new businesses, but also
to proactively seek out opportunities to improve existing processes and practices in business. The EntreComp
framework can be a useful tool to use in fostering entrepreneurial learning in higher education, helping to link
the worlds of education and work and stimulating social innovation (Bacigalupo et al., 2016).
In the context of this project, this is clearly something that applies to the higher education sector, in ensuring
that students are learning how to apply knowledge, often in multidisciplinary te ams . Bu t th is is no t jus t
something for the university sector; there is an understanding that all kinds of terminal qualification including
at the vocational level also need to create graduates that a re c omforta ble with kno wled ge p roc ess es.
Achieving that is something that needs to be promoted at all education levels, including primary and
secondary levels. And promoting that at all levels needs access to these contexts of ap plication , th e p lace
where these problems emerge such as laboratories, workshops, clinics and c a re h omes . Coo peration and
coordination is necessary at all levels to develop these skills for collaboration and creativity.
The other key element of this is that achieving this human capital improvemen t pla ces new d eman ds on
teachers. Teachers need to be comfortable with linking their teaching activities to these knowledge application
contexts (laboratories, workshops, clinics and care homes) and in m aking u s e of pro ject -ba sed lea rning
approaches in a constructive cycle with more abstract classroom based learning . The potential of
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makerspaces and making activities in learning activities could explored a s a way o f b ring ing d ifferent
disciplines together or exploring links between education, innovation and ind ustry, , as we ll a s rea l-world
applications (Vuorikari et al., 2019). Teachers also need to be comfortable in working with teachers a t oth er
education levels to both assist students to progress through meaningful innovation learning journeys, an d to
maximise their exposure to knowledge application processes. Together this can ensure the production o f th e
necessary human capital for effective regional innovation.
Higher education has a leading role to play in these processes of regional upgrading. HEIs h ave h is torically
been linked with the traditional innovation professions and so their curricula are often attuned with the needs
of knowledge deployment. The rise of the third mission for universities have meant that they may have many
links with societal partners that provide access to the kinds of problems that can form the basis for cre ating
knowledge application contexts. Universities as a terminal qualification already reach out in various ways to
lower levels of education and may even teach those that work elsewhere in the education system so creating
practical linkages between different levels and orientation of education. HEIs typically have the most
advanced infrastructures that can support these human cap ita l p roces ses . Th e c ha lle nge fo r ens urin g
universities support human capital development is therefore in helping to provide coordination and leadership
to build these skills for creativity and flexibility throughout education pathways.

6.2.2 Overview of the situation in the Northern Netherlands
The Netherlands education system supplies employees for a labour m arket wh ic h p laces a pre miu m o n
qualification and accreditation, by streaming school pupils aged 12 and the n channelling them into educatio n
pathways that produce terminal qualifications. There is a very strong division b etween vo ca tio nal, h ig her
professional and scientific education, and although it is possible to move between the levels, under the Dutch
system, this can be time-consuming and demanding.
The Netherlands has also been criticised by the OECD for the relatively poor quality of its lifelo ng le arnin g
provision, in which individuals and companies are expected to bear the full costs of c areer b a sed le arn ing.
Whilst this can work effectively at the top of the labour market, it creates a trap for th os e in lo w-skilled
occupations in that there are no funding opportunities available nor an employer willing to fu nd re tra in in g.
Given that the Northern Netherlands is (in the Dutch context) a set of labour markets with relatively low-skill
levels, this means that there is a particular problem of rigidity a roun d h uma n c apita l de velo pment a n d
lifelong learning.
An additional rigidity for the Northern Netherlands has been introduced by a s pecific po lic y ch oice o f th e
Dutch national government. In many regions, the European Social Fund is u s ed to fun d lifelong learn ing
activities at a range of levels, including helping those in highly-skilled occupations to reskill, and therefore can
help contribute to developing the necessary skills for innovation. In the Netherla nds , th e g overn ment h as
allocated all ESF funding to activities for people with a distance from the labour market, such as ex-prisoners,
immigrants, homeless people and those without a qualification. This further exacerbates the problem fo r the
Northern Netherlands on that there are not the resources to help provide the necessary flexibility for
employees in sectors experiencing decline.
One area where the Northern Netherlands has been successful in to date is around the Dutch Governme nt’s
Human Capital Agenda. Launched in 2010 as a skills counterpart to the Top Sector policy, the HCA s o ugh t to
assist UASs and vocational colleges to improve the relative knowledge application content of their educ ation
programmes. UASs could apply for Centres of Expertise and vocational colleges could a pply for Ce ntres of
Innovative Craftsmanship related to industry sectors in which they were specialised and which were important
for their labour market provision.
In both cases, the funding paid for additional resources to increase the inn ovation co ntent o f edu ca tio n,
developing better facilities to allow more project based learning better linked to applied research a ctivities .
The Northern Netherlands was very successful in terms of winning both CoEs and CoICs, and the UASs have in
the Northern Netherlands have continued to receive an additional core allocation following the completion o f
the overall programme.
The Northern Netherlands’s relative success in these programmes reflects the fact that UASs (and co lleges )
have very good links into local companies. These have built on the very rapid development of applied research
capacity, something only permitted to UASs in 2002; all the re gion al UASs h ave “p rofe sso rs o f ap plied
science”, lectoren, who carry out applied research, and make it available to local businesses including through
their students. One characteristic of the Northern Netherlands has been that this thes e c ha nges h av e n ot
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taken place exclusively at the level of the UAS, but have also involved building relationships with the
university in Groningen.
There are a number of innovation workplaces where students from both RUG and UASs work to geth er, with
regional businesses, undertaken projects and interacting with students at different levels. Th ere ha ve a ls o
been some effective collaborations between the UAS and vocational c olleg e level linking s tu den ts from
different educational levels together to create enriched innovation learning experiences.
Given the problems that the Dutch education system experiences with segmentation between the levels , th e
Northern Netherlands is relatively effective in compensating for these problems and ensuring tha t th ere is
meaningful progression pathways between different education levels, built on effective collaboration between
staff (sometimes institutionalised in joint appointments). The North Training Alliance is a good example of a
broad regional alliance between public administrations, education in stitu tio ns, b usin ess , p rovinces and
municipalities to provide flexible life-long learning to stimulate the labour market. The alliance is im proving
the accessibility of workers and job seekers to education, coaching joining efforts and fundin g, a nd s harin g
good experiences for more agile and dynamic job market.
The UASs in the Northern Netherlands produce graduates primarily for the Dutch labour market, and d espite
the fact that the region of Groningen does generally suffer from brain drain, their connections to local sectors
means that they do effectively contribute to local labour markets. The RUG contributes in a slightly differen t
way, because of its mix of Dutch and international students.
Retention of international students is rather tricky because there are relatively few employers in the Northern
Netherlands with an international personnel, certainly in comparison to the larger cities in th e wes t of th e
Netherlands. Interviewees and focus groups both reported that the potential of these international students to
contribute to the region was not always fully exploited.

6.2.3 Analysis of the key processes at play in the Northern Netherlands
The labour market of the Northern Netherlands is undergoing a period of tra ns itio n a nd th e in tent ion of
regional partners is to ensure that those changes are accompanied with a more g en eral u pg rad in g o f th e
labour market. The region was historically extremely poor and underdeveloped, with significant outmigratio n
from the region in the 19th century; even in the post war period, the Northern Netherlands (initially South East
Drenthe but later more generally) benefited from special government investment programmes to address its
poverty. Philips established six large factories in the region, functioning primarily as branch plants employing
large numbers of staff in routine occupations, and other investments reflected a similar pattern. The
discovery of gas in Slochteren in 1959 transformed the regional fortunes, creating overnight huge investment
in a technologically intensive sector. That served to ask a failure to update other regional secto rs, an d th eir
structural vulnerability was highlighted from the 1990s as offshoring affected much of regional industry.
The economy of the Northern Netherlands remains dominated by sectors in which there h a ve trad itio nally
been large proportions of routine occupations with relatively few opportunities for in no vation. Th e c a se o f
Philips in Drachten illustrates how top-down upgrading can work in practice; the site was opened in 1950 to
make electric shavers, but that production had been offshored to China from 2003 o nward s. Th e site n ow
hosts their corporate Consumer Lifestyle R&D headquarters and around tha t th ere is als o a n In no vation
Cluster with 21 companies employing 3,500 staff. The RUG has been involved in crea ting a m echa tron ic s
masters programme to support the wider innovation cluster, led by professor based in b oth Dra ch ten and
Groningen.
Alongside the technological innovation activities, there is an effective collaboration with other education levels
to use placements and education to produce operators, technicians and engineers well -educated in
mechatronics innovation.
A second key process of human capital upgrading in the Northern Netherlands is through bottom up
upgrading in which small, novice businesses are able to absorb highly skilled staff into th eir bu sine sse s to
improve their overall innovation potential. As noted in the previous section, there are relatively few companies
in the Northern Netherlands who have the resources to immediately employ a new graduate for an innovation
project. What these companies rely upon is building up connections into the higher education sector to acce ss
knowledge of use to them; this builds up through many relatively low-intensity interactions with resea rch ers
and teachers in knowledge institutions. This then in turn allows them to access the knowledge being c reated
in research projects, for example by Ph.D. researchers who come to the Northern Neth erla nds bec au se o f
sector-specific research expertises. The commitment of the region in supporting the develop ment o f h igh ly
skilled and human capital for the benefit of the innovation system is remarkable, with th ree d ifferen t KEI
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grant schemes launched by SNN4. One supporting the secondment of highly skilled pe rson nel from SM Es,
large companies or knowledge institutions to a knowledge institution to work on a technological ,
organizational or market innovation. The second one supporting the placement of higher education personn el
in another EU organisation. Thirdly, support for the secondment or temporary employment of PhD students.
More generally, although there is some concern with poor graduate retention and “brain drain” in the Northern
Netherlands, students who are temporarily in the region represent a temp orary re so urce tha t ca n d rive
innovation even if they leave after graduation. The fieldwork suggested that students working on placeme nts
were an important pathway by which companies could get into contact with universities and begin to ac ces s
knowledge through student projects, even if the quality of the knowledge produced in these projects could b e
more restricted. These provided opportunities for these companies to learn how to access university
knowledge skills and work with HEIs which in turn provided a basis for some of these companie s to be come
active innovators.
These activities are supported at two levels by HEIs in the Northern Netherlands. Th e firs t eleme nt is that
there is a commitment amongst all universities to expose their students to problem ba sed lea rning where
appropriate. The most marked example of this was the Ha nze UAS in Gro ningen which ha d c ommitted
institutionally to all of its graduates completing one semester of learning in what they called an “in novat io n
workplace”. The consequence off this was that there were 5,000 students in th e re gion a t a ny o ne tim e
working on external problems in knowledge application contexts. The other UASs in the Northern Netherla nds
also have similar projects to ensure activated learning; the RUG has invested in the VentureLab infrastructure
to promote student entrepreneurship, but also provide an opportunity for all its students to learn in knowledge
application contexts. Hanze makes use of 100 Innovation Hubs; although some of those are very s mall and
virtual, some of those are much larger, embedded in physical spaces. It is those physical spaces that a re th e
second kind of support provided by HEIs in the Northern Netherlands, large -scale infrastructu res wh ere th e
HEIs come together with large corporate innovators and create facilities for cooperation but also for
engagement with less skilled innovative businesses. It is important to stress the importanc e of loc al p ub lic
sector actors in these processes in helping to provide funding stability and in some cases to ensure that there
is provision across the region (such as in the Westerkwartier in Groningen province). Several of these
infrastructures are located on the Zernike Campus (including for energy, carbohydrates and genetics/ big data)
but there are activities located across the region, including biobased in Emmen, materials in
Drachten, Water in Leeuwarden, Composites in Hogeveen and chemical processing in Delfzijl. This strong local
political support and regional diffusion does create governance challenges as outlined in the previous chapter,
but it does mean that there is a balance of innovation support activities across the region that a re a ctive in
supporting regional upgrading.

6.2.4 Key success factors in producing positive results
The interviews and focus groups were clear in indicating which characteristics were important in driving th is
positive upgrading. In a country with a national culture of constructive cooperation, the Northern Netherla nd s
is typified by intense, constructive and productive relationships around innovation that support the upgrad in g
of the labour market and stimulating innovation through human capital processes. Where that colla bora tion
works effectively, there is a virtuous cycle of interaction between u niversities , firms, th e pu blic s ecto r
mediated through students who achieve activated learning and are a bs orb ed b y reg io nal b u sines ses to
support innovation processes. There are five elements in place that c ontrib ute to th ese virtu ou s c ycles,
students on placements, subsidies for small interactions, academics engaging with firms, teaching linked with
research, good collaboration between institutions and links to other education levels.
The first element is where the HEIs in the Northern Netherlands are able to create learning activities for th eir
students that expose the students to activated learning in knowledge application contex ts, an d a re a ble to
invest in infrastructure and personnel to support those activities. The innovation hubs and innovation
workplaces in the Northern Netherlands are a good example of how those can be bu ilt up aro und s pecific
thematic focuses. This has the effect of mobilising large communities of student learners who have va lue in
carrying out projects and placements for societal users, creating knowledge resources useful to (potentially)
innovating companies at no cost to those companies. The resea rch ers a nd infras tructu re a rou nd th es e
activities help to attract firms to participate in these communities.

4

https ://www.snn.nl/ondernemers/kennis -en-innovatie-kei-2019-detacheren (secondment of higher educated personnel)
https ://www.snn.nl/ondernemers/kennis-en-innovatie-kei-2019-woningen-van-personeel (placement of higher educated personnel)
https ://www.snn.nl/ondernemers/kennis-en-innovatie-kei-2019-promovendus (PhD)
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The second element is where there are subsidies readily freely available that can support many relatively light
touch interactions between firms and HEIs. The firms who have the greatest opportunity to benefit from th is
human capital in the upgrading process are those that do not initially have the capacity to strategica lly se ek
out knowledge for innovation. Small interactions via innovation hubs provide a low cost, high payoff
opportunity that encourages companies to come with problems and be exposed to human capita l tha t may
improve their overall innovation capacity. One important element is where the firms are able to build up th eir
strategic management capacities, developing strategies for innovatio n a nd inde ed for h um an re so urce s
management, to help ensure that they are sophisticated users of regional knowledge capital.
The third is where the HEIs find ways to anchor these learning communities within their institutions. The most
successful examples of these have been with the lectoren in th e UASs . Wh at th is d oe s is it c re ates a
knowledge community which firms can access by participating in the student learning activities. These student
activities make these companies active community participants, which brings them into contact and
conversation also with teachers and researchers at the UASs, and in more technical disciplines technicians.
The fourth is where the HEIs are able to link up their human capital creation processes to o the r knowledg e
processes within their institutions. Thus may be at the level of the institution, linking the teaching to researc h
via applied research in the lectoraten, or it may be between institutions, with the RUG partnering with regional
UASs. The effect this has is to ensure that students are supervised by teachers who are themselves resea rch
aware or research active, and can thereby ensure that their students’ work does help to create solu tions fo r
businesses.
The fifth element is the emergence of collaborative linkages between the HEIs, and also between other levels
of education. There are many examples of this that were mentioned as illustrative of effective collaboratio ns
which ensured that there was maximum interaction and spillover between the various activities with in th e
region. One activity not mentioned to date are the shared activities organised between NHL Stenden and Van
Hall Larenstein around Life Sciences and Technology Leeuwarden, together with a number of le ad in g Du tch
businesses around the agrofoods sector. There have also been benefits from linkag es with the reg io nal
vocational colleges, when collaborations with UASs have been used to help the college s d evelop th eir o wn
applied research function (practoraten), for example around the biobas ed e cono my in E mmen ; th e Dairy
Academy and Westus were two site visits that demonstrated that these collaborations can lead to e ffective
collaboration for regional innovation upgrading.

6.2.5 Challenges undermining effective contributions
The human capital dimension for innovation is a challenging one to pursue, because a number of the effec ts
are second order effects for innovation; building human capital does not in itself drive innovation, but leads to
the development of capacities that are necessary for innovation. In the case of the Netherlands, th ere are a
number of changes around human capital that are necessary to better c onne ct SMEs , p artic ularly th os e
companies that are less experienced in innovation, including in their technological managemen t ca pac ities ,
their innovation planning skills, but also in helping those companies to understand the impo rtance of skills to
their business and increasing their demand. Because of the lack of a direct cause-effect relatio nsh ip, th es e
processes of developing human capital are prone to disruption, and the HEIs have been absolutely c ritica l in
providing a stability and continuity. But there are other challenges that need addressing to allow th e HEIs to
continue to play that role effectively.
The first issue is that there is a complete absence of long term perspective on the necessary skills and human
capital for long term upgrading f innovation potential in the Northern Netherlands. There are sectoral lo bb ies
but their primary concern is ensuring that short-terms skills gaps are being filled, not that the future
workforce is having an appropriate education. There is also a problem in articu lating the n eed s for s mall
businesses, because most small businesses in the Northern Netherlands are not managing their skills n eeds
strategically. Thirdly, although the greatest returns for innovation will come from mana gem ent t ra ining to
help potentially innovative micro-businesses to improve their innovation processes, there are re latively fe w
finds or subsidies available for that.
The second is that the experiments that led to the emergence of the centres o f ex pertise a nd c ent res of
innovative craftsmanship have concluded and are not being extended. Although there is continuation fundin g
for those activities already underway, there are not the resources to expand these a ctivities s co pe, n or to
encourage collaborations with other elements of the human capital system. Although there is s ome su pport
from local public sector partners for funding activities in these areas, this runs the ris k o f entre nch in g th e
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parochialism that we have seen undermines developing a more strategic re gi ona l pe rspec tive on h u man
capital.
The third issue is that the previous Operational Programme did not foreground the is su e of h uma n c apital
development sufficiently clearly, with the result that it was not stra tegica lly m an ag ed. Th e Op eratio nal
Programme did fund projects that were based around the development of knowledge application communities
spanning business, HEIs and students, linking teaching, applied research and consultancy. In terviewees an d
focus groups reported that the ways that proposals were evaluated militated a ga inst th os e th at h a d to o
strong an emphasis on the human capital dimension, and more on thos e th at were ab le to immedia tely
quantify the financial benefits of the new products that would be developed.
The fourth issue is the same issue that was evident in terms of Connecting SMEs and that is of th e re lative
parochialism of the public sector and the way that this can potentially create barriers to collaboration arou nd
human capital for innovation. The relative invisibility of human capital in the regional policy a gend a m ean t
that these collaborative knowledge application community creation projects were heavily dependent on lo cal
political support; Dairy Campus, Wetsus, the Drachten Innovation Campus and Emmen’s Biobased s ector all
were realised through substantial local (municipality/ provincial) additional investments. There is also an issue
for the human capital agenda in that there are companies across the region who could b enefit from b eing
joined up with innovative students even if they do not immediately identify with th e s ecto ral s pec ia list o f
these local innovation hubs.
The fifth issue is that there is a risk in a split in the human capital agenda emerging as a result of
internationalisation of higher education, and in particular in the way that Dutch universities h a ve s o ugh t to
compete for students by offering more courses in English. The Northern Netherlands is n ot a s g oo d a s th e
west in integrating these international students into the local labour market as either employees or
entrepreneurs. Without improving that graduate retention, there is a risk that political su ppo rt for th e HEIs
might fall if their innovation support activities are not seen directly benefiting regional businesses.
The final issue is that there is no overall strategic agenda for human capital to which the regiona l HE Is c an
respond. No organisation has articulated a strategic vision for human capital in the regio n p rovid ing g oals,
targets and outcomes that the HEIs could clearly commit to. This has resulted in the regional HEIs undertaking
activities on their own initiatives based on their existing knowledge and co nnec tions ra ther th an a wid er
regional perspective. There does not appear to be a single organisation in the re gion a b le to p rovide th at
strategic integration, but without that coordination around a common a gen da, reg iona l HE Is will re main
reactive to regional trends and needs rather than trying to strategically drive regional transformations.

6.2.6 Strategic and operational ways forward
The challenges that the Northern Netherlands faces in terms of human capital for innovation are intractable ,
but can be addressed through coordinated efforts at both the strategic and operational levels. In terms of the
necessary strategic changes between partners in the Northern Netherlands, the following would appear to b e
the most relevant:
•
There is a need for the understanding of innovation to be expan ded fro m b eyond tech nolo gical
innovation to encompassing the skills necessary for the application of knowledge in innovation contexts. Th is
is necessary not only within the SNN but in all the different bodies who are creating strategies to s timulate
regional innovation in the Northern Netherlands.
•
There are clear gains to be made in investing in infrastru cture s th at c an su ppo rt co llabo ration
between different education levels (from secondary school to Ph.D. level), stimulating through flow but also in
mobilising these extended knowledge application communities. There is a need for regional funds to ens ure
that they are supporting these activities to insulate them from disruption through dependence on short -term
project based funding.
•
There should be more flexibility within funding instruments to allow the development of the
necessarily skills within technological innovation projects including strategic skills within business es a ro und
innovation management and human resource management.
•
The role of the public sector in the region is often misunderstood; the public sector have considerable
freedom to help raise their staff skill levels, and that can in turn help to contribute to creating a more high lyskilled and innovative workforce.
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•
There is a case to be made for developing a regional human capital agenda to provide coord ination
between universities and other education organisations. Effective steering requires that the HEIs c om mit to
these strategic targets, goals and outcomes, and therefore the regional HEIs need to be at the forefront of its
development.
•
Finally to address parochialism there is a need to ensure that there are access points for potentially
innovative microbusinesses across the whole of the region, to ensure that companies that do not immediately
fit with the sectoral profile of their nearest innovation hub are not unnecessarily discouraged from en gag ing
with regional HEIs.
•

Strategic dialogue with regional public sector employees to help raise skill levels

There are also a number of more operational changes that could be implemented in the coming programming
period that would make it possible to optimise the contributions that HEIs are able to improving innovation by
addressing the region´s human capital base.
•
The UASs occupy a key position in the regional human capital ecosystem because of th e ex tens ive
linkages they have to regional partners; there needs to be more leveraging and upgrading of those linkages so
that UASs are stimulating employees with which they are in co ntac t to more ac tively a nd stra teg ic ally
manage their human capital for innovation.
•
There are clearly opportunities to help create more effective knowled ge a pp lic ation c on texts for
innovation by shared appointments between institutions, both within single education levels, but als o linking
up between regional VET colleges, UASs and the RUG.
•
There is a prima facie case to be made for more experiments to find different ways to link VET, UAS
and universities in the region beyond the current joint appointments and colocatio ns ; in p artic ular s h ared
provision pathways (such as VET colleges being able to offer 1-2 UAS modules to enrich their course
provision) has the potential to be managed strategically for regional benefit.
•
There is a need to ensure that with the end of the Human Cap ita l Agen da fu nd in g, th e a pp lie d
research professors in UASs do not become increasingly dominated by applied research losing their
connections to the teaching activities that can link their students to innovation opportunities.
•
The retention of international students is a wicked issue for which there is no immediately s olu tio n;
there is a need to better understand the pathways by which international students in the Northern
Netherlands are retained in the region and connected to re gion al o rga nisa tio ns to imp rove inn ovation
capacity.
•
There are a range of firms in the region who have infrastructure that might serve as th e ba sis fo r
creating knowledge application communities, and there is a need to identify these c ompa nies a nd en gag e
with them to make more use of their facilities for regional benefit.

6.3

Innovation Ecosystem/ Governance

6.3.1 Introduction to the key drivers and trends around innovation ecosystem
The notion of an innovation ecosystem has become a very fashionable way of thinking a bo ut th e way th at
innovation actors work together in stimulating place-based innovation. Th e o rigina l no tion o f in nova tio n
systems emerged in the 1980s to describe the ways that regular interactions between innovation actors gave
places specific advantages in particular kinds of innovation activities. But systemic models were criticised for
being very static and a poor way of explaining how places can change their innovation performance. The idea
of the Triple Helix emerged in the late 2000s into policy discourses as a way of making prescriptions a bou t
what places can do to improve their performance. The innovation e cosystem approach is a similarly
fashionable approach from the late 2010s, which has the added attraction of sounding organ ic , n ouris hing
and growth focused.
The ecosystem model is based around the idea that innovators are tryin g to cre ate th eir in novation s in
incredibly resource-constrained environments. Those resources may b e fin anc ial, b ut a t th e s a me time,
innovators may not have people with the necessary skills or complementary kno wled ges to s u cces sfully
complete an innovation. What ecosystems do is support innovation by making it easier for innovators to find
and secure access to those resources. Innovation ecosystems provide access to variou s d ifferent kin ds o f
positive spillovers that support innovation; the fact that particular kinds of activities happen make it easier for
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innovators to access those resources. The fact that universities have research projects a ro und a p artic ular
topic makes it easier for innovative companies in those locations to access knowledge about that topic.
Good innovation ecosystems are those that support innovative companies to grow. Innovation is not an end in
itself, but rather a means to an end, the end being a high quality kind of economic growth that supports living
standards and environmental protection. Innovation ecosystem approaches are also rooted in evolu tionary
economic geography in which there is a path dependency in in nova tio n a ctivity. Su cc ess fu l inno vative
businesses become themselves a source of positive knowledge spillovers that other companie s c an a cc ess ,
helping to support the region along new innovative growth paths that ideally will acquire a s elf-reinforc in g
dynamic. Along the way, companies build linkages with other actors, and these linkages themselves bec ome
part of the innovation ecosystem.
The quality of an innovation ecosystem relies on its “density”, th e inten sity of th e inn ovato rs a nd their
activities, the quality of the knowledge resources they are linked to, and the linkages connecting innovators to
knowledge resources. The highest quality innovation ecosystems are those in which there is a self-reinforcing
dynamic between knowledge producers and innovators – in nova tive c omp anies ma y wo rk c los ely with
universities and research organisations to develop new knowledge specialities. The universities and res earc h
organisations may develop research projects that advance specialist knowledge in the area, the u niversities
may educate new workers, and the innovative firms might generate new prob lems a nd qu estio ns for th e
research organisations. In this kind of dense innovation ecosystem, it is relatively easy to become involve d in
the innovative knowledge activities because there are so many activities going on.
But the reason that policy-makers have become interested in inn ovation eco syste ms in rec ent yea rs is
because they provide a diagnosis and a prescription for regions who se in novatio n pe rform anc e is le ss
impressive. Poor innovation performance is a result of sparsenes s o f th e in novation ec osys tem, in th is
diagnosis, and less successful regions can find themselves trapped in situations where there is ins ufficien t
critical mass amongst innovators and knowledge institutions to create their own dynamic interaction . Und er
such circumstances there is a need for more active intervention by policy makers to ma ke th e e cos ys tem
more dense, supporting innovation activity, connecting it to knowledge providers, supporting th e kno wled ge
providers to strengthen their own knowledge base, and helping it to spill over in various kinds of ways to other
(potential) regional innovators.
Modern regional innovation policy is therefore premised upon the idea of good ecosystem governan ce, that
has the capacity to respond dispassionately to circumstances, identify weaknesses and encourage the building
of networks and interactions to develop critical mass from which spillovers c an emerg e. Goo d in novation
ecosystem governance is able to deal with the essentially serendipitous na ture of knowledg e s pill -over,
understanding that the best that can be achieve is to improve po tential a n d o p portu nity for kno wled ge
exchange. In parallel with that, rich ecosystems require higher levels of different kinds of knowledge activities,
and there is a clear role in good innovation governance in supporting different kinds of knowledge ex cha nge
that start to build connections and interactions. Good governance is premis ed u pon fle xibility, c reativity,
dynamism and objectivity, to react to changing circumstances to try to shape a building up of the d en sity of
innovation networks in ways that enrich the overall fertility of the innovation ecosystem.

6.3.2 Overview of the situation in the Northern Netherlands
The Northern Netherlands has a relatively strong innovation ecosystem in the European context as in dica ted
by the Regional Innovation Scoreboard. However, in the Dutch context it is regard ed a s o ne o f the we aker
innovation environments. Part of this reflects the long-standing Du tch belief in th e M ainp ort Bra inport
strategies. This was premised upon the notion that Dutch prosperity was delivered by the roles of Amsterdam
and Rotterdam as world business cities, and the role of
Eindhoven as the technological centre of the country, with public sector investments reflecting those d es ire d
roles. The Northern Netherlands is a relatively remote region in that Dutch context, and there are a relatively
limited number of genuine ‘hotspots’ where knowledge spillovers act as the basis for autonomous innovation based regional growth.
The Northern Netherlands does have a strong innovation ecosystem around a number of established s ectors
where there are strong relationships between HEIs and large companies with innovative infra stru ctu re. Th e
most obvious of these is in the Energy sector, related to the gas industry, and increa sing ly in to re newab le
energy and the hydrogen economy. Other strong innovative sectors are the hea lthy a geing , wa ter s ector,
agro-food/ dairy and high-technology manufacturing. Each of these sectors has a relatively well org anis ed
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innovation infrastructure with innovation campuses involving universities, corporate research, innovation and
entrepreneurship. However, these established sectors and their shared knowledge res ourc es a re re latively
inaccessible for the vast majority of the Northern Netherlands’ firms including those less ex perienc ed a nd
potential innovators.
The most consistent element of the Northern Netherlands innovation ecosystem is p rovided b y th e h igher
education sector, the university and the UASs. The HEIS cover a full range of academic disciplines, a nd it is
only those areas that are restricted to a single national centre (such as aerospace, architecture or ve terinary
medicine) that are absent in the region; this means that there is access to a full range of knowledge resources
for innovation in the region. The HEI sector has served as the focus for much investment in infrastructure; the
previous Operational Programme was able to fund large infrastructures and the Zernike campus has hosted a
number of large research and innovation infrastructures in a range o f se ctors a nd in volvin g a ra nge of
partners. They have also become a focus point for corporate investments, such as the ACEDE Carb ohydrate
research centre. The HEI sector has invested also in off campus ac tivities (e ven where th ey a re n ear to
campus such as Wetsus or the Dairy Campus), in particular in the living la bo rato rie s a nd th e in nova tio n
workplaces that are spread across the region.
A key issue for Innovation ecosystem governance in the Northern Netherlands is the long history of economic
governance that the region has had, as highlighted in previous sections of this report.
In 1957, the first cooperative organisation was created between the provinces of the Northern Ne therla nds ,
BCN, and in 1972 the Northern Netherlands received its first national Structure Plan for re gion al e cono mic
development. In 1985 a replacement body was created, the BON, which laid the grounds for the c rea tio n o f
the SEAN, which itself is the predecessor of the SERNN, now exclusively funded by Groningen Pro vinc e. SNN
itself was created in 1992 by the Northern provinces to take advantage of the opportu nities o f the Sin gle
European Market and to administer European structural funds.
The innovation governance of the Northern Netherlands has to be seen against the backdrop of a deep seated
and longstanding intergovernmental discussions in the north about policies for regional economic
development.
This highlights the greatest governance challenge facing the north of the Netherlands, in getting the
necessary flexibility, creativity and dynamism amongst policy-makers and innovation agents in an extremely
mature innovation ecosystem. Part of the rigidity arises in part from the general sparseness of the ecosystem
– the reality is that the people with the time to deliberate on possible strategic developments are th os e th a t
come from the most successful elements of the ecosystem rather than those with the greatest potential. This
is reinforced by the fact that a programming mentality in which the delivery of KPIs is used as a management
tool, building up small interactions does not produce the necessary outputs to indicate success. Finally, th ere
is a strong segmentation in the innovation governance, as individual clusters an d n etworks a re p rim arily
concerned with their own survival and sustainability locally rather than delivering abstract improvements at a
regional level.

6.3.3 Analysis of the key processes at play in the Northern Netherlands
There is no single direction of travel in the innovation ecosystem in the Northern Netherlands, but where it is
becoming more dense, then what is evident is a process of coherence, where isolated innovation networks are
becoming better connected and institutionalised, linked to more actors and creating a regional critic al m as s.
This is a relatively slow process of gradual evolution; the emergence of energy has taken decades to build up,
involving the creation of the Energy Valley organisation in 2003, the recognition of energy as a Top Sector in
2010 and the institutionalisation of the New Energy Coalition in 20 17. Hig her E du ca tio n h as als o b een
involved in these developments with the development of the Energy Academy Europe and its special purpo se
building on Zernike as an anchor point for the knowledge application community around energy tra ns itio ns,
offering the Entrance open innovation testing facility.
The knowledge institutes in the Northern Netherlands, and particularly the HEIs are at the centre of a range of
initiatives, experiments and activities that are helping support th at c oh ering of th e ec osys tem. Th e HEI
participations in living laboratories has involved the creation of five infrastructures in the region that suppo rt
open innovation communities focused around knowledge application and innovation, linked back to re gional
HEIs. Likewise, the innovation workplaces and hubs across the reg ion o pera te in th e o ppo site d irection ,
bringing together relatively informal networks of firms, teachers and researchers around busines s p rob lems
seeing to build these up into larger specialisations of more general applicability. The HEIs clearly ha ve a ke y
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role to play in building up innovation ecosystems by intensifying contacts between innovators and knowled ge
producers, and building up new connections.
There are also a number of processes which undermine this building up of coherence. Innovation is its elf a
process of shifting winners and losers: not for nothing did Joseph Schumpeter describ e it a s a p roces s o f
“creative destruction”. Those winners and losers are not just individual companies but also secto rs, clu sters
and networks. In the Northern Netherlands, the sparsity of the innovation ecosystem has given these secto rs,
clusters and networks a strong responsibility for the welfare of the network as a whole. These groupings have
been struggling to survive and there has been a blurring in some network areas of the need s o f th e s ecto r,
and the region. It is not an uncommon problem that clusters in lagging Europe re gions rolle d th emse lves
forward into smart specialisations, because of their political power. Groningen has demonstrated th a t the se
groupings can show incremental change, with the gas cluster reorienting itself towards sustainability e nerg y
transitions; nevertheless, the sparseness does result in ecos ys tem g overn anc e be in g c ons ervative and
incremental rather than creative and radical.
That is not exclusively the fault of these groupings, because they are primarily concerned with their members
and their own survival, and reflect wider industry developments and trends. However, the interviews and focus
groups did reveal that there was a problem of persistent industrial frames, in which the key political p layers
tended to have an invariate understanding of industrial sectors, their dyn amics a nd th eir imp ortan ce to
particular places. This led to them to use innovation investments a nd fund in g to s teer in dus tries in th e
Northern Netherlands based on rather outdated ideas of what those industries are. This has the u nwelcom e
effect of reinforcing the lock-in, and making it harder for interesting ideas to emerge and grow at the margins
of those groupings. The innovation ecosystem is in all likelihood more rapidly and positively than the
governance arrangements, predicated on stability and balance between the provinces, can adapt to.
A final issue worth emphasising here is the persistent problem of parochialism in the Northern Provinces. Here
the term applies in its strict meaning, not as a general narrow-mindedness or rejection of outside idea s, bu t
as a dominant concern with local conditions and outcomes. The Northern Netherlands h as the p oten tial to
function as a knowledge economy more efficiently at the level of the North than as three separate provin cial
knowledge economies. Groningen is the primary core and with th e c orrec t infras truc tures (suc h a s th e
University College in Leeuwarden or teaching activities in the Drachten innovation cluster) th e wh ole North
can benefit from its urban strengths. But this is undermined by policies which seem to reflect a deep se ated
belief that each province has its own sectoral strengths, and all the activities in the north in that sector should
be clustered in that province.

6.3.4 Key success factors in producing positive results
Those factors where there has been a densification of the innovation system, and in which th e go ve rnan ce
networks have helped support those improvements, have b een ch ara cterised b y five kinds o f p ositive
features.
The first of these is that there is an appetite amongst regional companies to be more innovative. Th ere are
innovative small and micro-businesses who do collaborate closely with other firms and knowledge providers .
There are intermediaries that are successful in trying to encourage more firms to innovative, and to
aggregate individual company problems into issues that can be addressed more directly by innovation p olicy
measures. There are companies who are not yet innovating who are interested in cooperating with knowledge
providers around activities like student placements or in equipment sharing. There is a fertile s ub stra ta o f
business that can could potentially be activated to raise the density of the regional innovation ecosystem.
The second is that there is a culture of openness and interaction at the operational leve l th a t s uppo rts th e
creation of shared and collective assets to facilitate spill-overs. The number of these large scale collaborative
infrastructures is genuinely impressive at a European comparative dimension, particularly those th at a pp ear
to have achieved medium-term (post-project) sustainability. These innovation activities are an cho red in th e
region but not bounded by the region, as illustrated by Wetsus, where their project p ortfolio is g loba l, and
70% of Ph.D. students are international, but the knowledge activities are located pri marily in Le euward en.
There are external university partners involved in strategic projects such as the living laboratories (such as the
Technical University of Delft) and this contributes to supporting this strong core spine of innovation activities.
The third strength in that there genuinely seems to be an acceptance in the region o f th e s h ift to wa rds a
challenge driven approach to regional innovation. The interviews and focus groups indicated that the choice of
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societal challenges as a focus in the RIS3 was something that fitted with their individual institutional
interests, and did not seem to be something purely superficial.
There remain questions about the extent to which this involves path-breaking and disruptive technologies b ut
in the energy cluster the sectoral partnership did appear to be evolving toward s th e n eed s o f th e e nergy
transition. Related to this is the fact that the HEIs appear to have a robust understanding of the applica bility
of their knowledge resources to the societal challenges.
The fourth strength is the absence of a lot of ex officio involvement in regional innovation d isc us sions . Th e
fieldwork suggested that when there were events and consultations organised then it was s ub ject ex perts
who participated in those rather than institutional representatives. There was a negative aspect to that in that
there was no single overall coordination of HEI involvement in the strategies. But this reflected a reality th at
the universities were not intimately aware of the details of the knowledge p artn ersh ip ac tivities o f the ir
employees and around their campuses, and although undermining coordination did serve a practical p urpo se
of grounding strategies in innovators’ expertises and capacities.
The final element was that there were a number of what could be called “institutional e ntrepre neu rs” who
understood the way that funding instruments worked, who understood the political and p olicy c onte xt and
who understood their own institutions. They were the individuals who were proposing experiments th a t were
creating the basis for improved cohesion. These individuals were not associated with particular institutions o r
job titles but rather were trying to create new collective innovation infrastructures as a means o f su ppo rted
their own individual goals. They were also skilled at bringing together a broader coalition of similar individuals
in other partner organisations to realise the necessary support and investment to achieve those outcomes.

6.3.5 Challenges undermining effective contributions
The build-up of coherence in the Northern Netherlands´s innovation ecosystem is negative ly a ffec ted b y a
number of challenges facing the region in which fragmentation in a variety of differen t are nas u nderp in s
these processes by which institutional entrepreneurs build up effective knowledge application contexts.
The first of these is that the regional funding environment is extremely fragmented. We were s truc k in o ur
fieldwork by the number of interviewees that noted not only that the funding environ ment wa s e xtreme l y
fragmented but could also sketch out a map of the different innovation funders in the Northern Netherlan ds.
This suggested to us that this was a topic at the forefront of respondents’ considerations: the main criticis ms
here related to the fact that each of these funds had their own requirements, definitions, community and this
was undermining the build-up of coherence; projects expired and then sought funding, sometimes ha vin g to
reorient themselves not towards the operational needs o f inno vators b ut th e d eman ds a n d p olitic s o f
different funders.
The second of these was an exacerbation of the parochialism between the provinces throu gh th e la ck o f a
political centre for the Northern Netherlands. This political fracture was less important where th ere were n o
strong intra-regional tensions, but they undermined the development of th e No rthe rn Neth erlan ds a s an
integrated innovation space; one focus group referred to it as a failure of regional leadership. Th e failure to
build on the urban strengths of Groningen have already been highlighted, but the most pernicious effect was
the discouragement of potential and novice innovators that could benefit from knowledge resources in oth er
regions. This is not a trivial issue nor is it easily overcome, but it neverthele ss does play a role in undermining
the strengthening of the innovation ecosystem, and there are governance solutions tha t co uld pote ntially
address it.
The third issue was the difference in the degree of organisation of firms in terms of the RIS3 and critically the
Operational Programme processes in that a segment of innovative firms was having difficulties in having its
voice heard and acknowledged. Established clusters were well-organised and c apa ble o f e xp ress in g th eir
needs in a relatively clear way and ensuring the strategies offered instruments that they c ou ld e xplo it. Bu t
there was a problem in hearing the voices of less expert and organised in nova tive SM Es in th e North ern
Netherlands, in terms of what their needs and interests were. This meant that their interests were represented
by interlocutors – including universities – who did not just have those SMEs interests at heart but als o th ose
of their own organisation or cluster.
The final issue was that there were a set of governance issues an d te nsion s th at a ro se b eca us e of th e
relatively small innovation ecosystem with a limited number of actors each with their o wn inte rests and
funds. There was a strong reliance on bureaucracy to drive the system, but this favours id eas th at fit with
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bureaucratic criteria rather than those which are best oriented towards solving regional needs. Secondly, there
was a lot of competition between different sectors because parochialism prevented the regional sc ale fro m
providing positive sum outcomes; one sector’s gain was always a loss fo r a noth er s ector. Th ird ly, it was
reported by some actors that there was a lack of transparency in resourc e a lloca tio n d ecisio ns th a t had
allowed a number of politically popular flagship activities to receive funding at the expense of other activities.
Together this again emphasises the absence of strong regional leadership creating a single decision -ma king
space where activities could be constructed to maximise the benefits they offered for innovation a cro ss the
Northern Netherlands.

6.3.6 Strategic and operational ways forward
On the basis of these success factors and challenges, it is possible to identify a number o f p oten tia l ways
forward to strengthen the overall contributions made by higher education to in novatio n a t th e North ern
Netherlands, improving the overall quality and governance of the region’s innovation ecos ystem. Th ere are
several strategic changes that could improve the quality of this contribution.
• There is a need to create a body that exerts genuine regional leadership and constructs a se t of reg ional
priorities around which positive sum benefits can be built; since the BON in 1985 there have been
administrative coordinating bodies, but strong regional leadership is urgently demanded.
• This leadership is in part necessary to integrate a wide range of funds that apply to different geographies in
the north, whether the Operational Programme for the north, the provincial or municipality funds, a n d fun ds
associated with earthquake damage and the energy transition. W ithou t th is integ ratio n th ere will be a
substantive underperformance of regional innovation policy in the Northern Netherlands.
• There is a parallel need for a more synoptic and strategic reflection on RIS3 processes before, d uring an d
after its drafting; although dependent on uncertain external timeta bles, th e reg ion wou ld b enefit from
reflecting on how innovation strategy could strengthen the region. There may also be a parallel need fo r th e
collection of strategic intelligence to inform those reflection processes although it is not clear whether that is
feasible in the current institutional landscape.
• There are a number of emerging innovation activities that may in the future be sufficien tly d evelop ed to
form the focus of development, but these are largely invisible to strategy-makers; there is a n eed to b etter
understand the range of innovation communities in the Northern Netherlands a nd their o ppo rtun ities for
future expansion.
• There is no strategic vision of or leadership by HEIs in the Northern Netherlands; there is a prima facie case
to investigate creating a strategic partnership body between regional HEIs and to use that to in flu ence an d
improve the quality of regional innovation governance, witho ut th is s imply b ecomin g a n HEI lo bb y fo r
structural funds.
• There is a need to acknowledge and prioritise the many small innovation interactions (e.g. a roun d s tud ent
placements, informal consultations) that are necessary to build effective ecosystems by encouraging potential
and novice innovators to engage with knowledge partners to d evelop n ew inn ovation s a nd e ns ure th at
resources are used to strengthen them.
There are also a series of operational improvements that could be made in the coming period to supp ort th e
contribution that the RIS3 process makes to regional innovation and to enhance the role of reg iona l HE Is in
strengthening the innovation ecosystem and innovation governance.
• There is a need to find a way to express the region’s direction of travel in terms of progra mme g oa ls and
targets that map across to what individual institutions are seeking to achieve; th at will ma ke it e a sier to
identify owners for particular elements of the strategy and in turn facilitate a shift towards a more dyn amic
form of regional leadership.
• The other element of leadership necessary in the region is in enabling the change agen ts who d eliver th e
experimental improvements at an operational level, sometimes through activities that are not eye -ca tch in g.
There is need to identify and understand these change agents a nd ens ure th a t ch an ges to o pera tional
procedures do in fact make it easier for them to propose and implement activities th a t impro ve reg io nal
innovation ecosystem coherence.
• The region does face the challenge of timely and accurate information for operational decision making, and
that is not that can simply be provided by a reporting system; there remains a need for a n o rg anis ation to
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take responsibility for developing understanding of the diverse elements of the regional knowledge eco nomy
and using that to raise the level of informed decision making.
• There is a need to improve decision-making around the Operational Programme allocations to en su re th at
projects that are funded are contributing to the full range of activities necessary to strengthen th e re gion al
innovation ecosystem.
• We were struck by the absence of formative post hoc evaluation and learning between re gion al p artn ers;
given the general lack of strategic understanding of where emerging and promising areas migh t be a ro und
regional innovation, there is a need for evaluation to go beyond KPI driven & fin anc ial a uditing a nd le arn
about what does and does not work in stimulating regional innovation in the Northern Netherlands.
• As a final aside, this report is part of an international peer learning activity led by SNN seeking to d raw on
international expertise and experience to improve its own performance; region al p artne rs m ore g enerally
could benefit from engaging more systematically with this or similar kinds of international learning activities.
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7

Conclusions and policy implications

7.1

Connecting SMEs

A key challenge facing the Northern Netherlands is improving the c onn ected ness o f SME s into reg ional
innovation networks and activities. The key issue here is that there is not a natural “innovation escalator” b y
which individual connections with SMEs then grow, become networks and eventu ally ma y e volve into key
regional strengths. What requires addressing here is the management of that “innovation escalator”, a n d in
particular the fact that the current organisation of the process creates “micro-discouragements ”, in divid ual
disincentives to SMEs to be connected that together add up to create a substantive drag in the evolu tio n o f
the regional innovation ecosystem. Concerted action is required to identify, isolate and eliminate these microdiscouragements, and ensure that innovation support activities b oth c onn ect ind ivid ual SM Es, bu t a lso
encourage SMEs to stay connected to regional innovation networks. This can be supported b y a ctions from
regional partners but also from HEIs at various different levels. In this sense, the conclusio ns o f the rece nt
HEInnovate Country Review in The Netherlands show that HEIs can do more in embedding into their re gio nal
entrepreneurial ecosystems, understanding its dynamics an d lo ok in g for n ew ways o f intera cting with
students, business and civil society (OECD/EU, 2018).

7.1.1

Actions and initiatives for administrative authorities

Take the hard decisions to develop true regional strengths . The most important limitation to
connecting SMEs is the politico-administrative fragmentation in the Northern Netherlands between the thre e
provinces, the main cities and municipalities and the lead sectors. This fragmentation provides a “least-worst”
form of governance which allows consensus to emerge by not requiring partners to take hard decisions or to
align different funding streams. The “gunfactor” seems notably absent amongst pu blic a uth orities, whilst
other Quadruple Helix actors seem much more comfortable with a more positive -sum ap proa ch b as ed o n
goodwill. Consistent investment coordinated across regional funds to develop stronger regional nodes, a clear
regional innovation spine, connected to local environments is essential. Th is will ens ure th a t the re is an
opportunity to create win-win situations in a stronger focus on regional innovation strengths.
Build on what you have, not what you want. There is a disconnect between regional innovation as sets and
funding programmes, with “assets” being required to reinvent themselves after every project. This crea tes a
huge set of disruptions in which effort that could usefully be placed in u ps ca lin g p rojec ts is devo ted to
keeping them going between funding rounds. This also undermines the emergence of partners with a g ood
mutual understanding and cooperation culture. Addressing this problem demands a stronger learning culture
within regional partners; evaluation needs to be formative and constructive, seeking to move projects forward
and support longevity and evolution towards a more dynamic, dense regional innovation ecosystem.
Technological innovation alone will not solve the societal challenges. It is clear that a much bro ade r
set of activities need mobilising to produce integrated responses to societa l c hallen ges . Th e m ajority o f
changes require shifts in behaviours and belief systems, a nd a re s up ported b y p ub lic a ccep tanc e and
sympathy for these goals. Social innovation is a vita l c ompo nent o f c rea ting s tro ng d ema nd fo r new
technological innovations and yet it is currently almost entirely ignored in the Northern Netherlands. There is
a need to configure programmes and funding opportunities to stimulate social innovation, a nd en able HE Is
non-technological researchers to also contribute to strengthening the innovation ecosystem.
Every funding programme deserves a human capital dimension. A fin al e lement is th at th ere is a
strong human dimension to connecting SMEs into innovation networks. It is not a lack of tech nolo gy o r th e
availability of technical employees that is constraining innovatio n pe r form anc e in SM Es. Th e g reates t
constraint is the lack of management and organisational skills related to innovation in its broadest s ens e. A
micro-business will be unable to free up one FTE to participate in an innovation project; its managers need to
understand how to configure offline innovation alongside ongoing order fulfilment activities to p ermit th e
development and exploitation of new knowledge activities. HEIs and VET colleges can be well-placed to h elp
firms to learn and improve their innovation performance as they progress up the innovation escalator.

7.1.2

Actions and initiatives for HEIs

The key issue for HEIs is in creating strategic frameworks that empower th eir s taff to bu ild a nd u ps cale
connections with SMEs. The problem of connecting SMEs can only be solved by encouraging more SMEs to
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experiment with innovation in association with HEIs and then building up those relationships to c reate more
collective benefits. It is not possible to direct HEI researchers and teachers to work more and with a h ig her
quality with SMEs. Rather, university managers should seek to understand what capacities their s ta ff o ffer
and how they can support their initiatives at an institutional level. This leads to the following
recommendations at two levels.
7.1.2.1

Senior managers

Create a common regional agenda for the Northern Netherlands’ HEIs. The North ern Ne therla nds
needs to develop a stronger common agenda, and this has to be rooted in a greater self of s elf-awaren ess
and self-confidence by regional partners. The Northern Netherlands’ HEIs have their own role to play in th at
by setting out a stronger regional platform that makes it clear what they can collectively offer to developing a
denser and more dynamic regional innovation system. This in turn requires the four HEIs to build mutual trust
and collaboration and eschew using this new regional platform to advance individual institutional interested.
Develop new kinds of connective knowledge infrastructures. Where regional HEIs have b een a t th eir
most creative then they have been successful in creating and supporting infra stru ctu res th a t be nefit th e
entire Northern Netherlands, such as the proeftuinen or the Centers of Expertise. It is not the solutions th at
are themselves impressive – it is the flexibility that these solutions have offered to link the ke y kn owle dge
constituents, teachers, researchers, students and companies. HEIs should be active in reflecting on the ways
that they can encourage their staff to work creatively with regional partners towards innovation.
Take a broad view of their own institutional strengths. Institutional Netherlands has a strong Calimero
complex where the Netherlands’ small size justified concentrating and focusing on a limited number of areas.
Dutch HEIs have not been immune from this, and following the profiling exercises and the Top Sector p olicy,
have projected institutional narratives based on a very limited number of technological strengths . Bu t th ey
are full of diverse innovators active across a range of areas who succeed often despite institutional p olicies ,
and this is true in the Northern Netherlands. Universities need to develop institutional policies that recognis e
and reward the range of diverse engagement efforts that contribute to a broader based approach to building
Northern Netherlands regional innovation ecosystem. The incipient ¨University of the North¨ initiative can b e
extremely interesting in coordinating and pooling together the capabilities of the rich higher education system
in the Northern Netherlands, with a common long-term vision and strategy to contribute to th e in novatio n
ecosystem. The momentum created by the HESS case study can help in continuing th e reflection s o n th e
interest of such an ambitious initiative and the balanced involvement of higher education ins titu tions . Th e
higher education coordination efforts have primarily focused in Groningen area, limiting the impact on the S3
and the region as a whole. The initiative should carefully consider the governance m od el, with a b ala nced
participation across all higher education institutions, through strong leadership of higher education managers
but also an open bottom up process involving broadly the academic community.
7.1.2.2

Academics & Researchers

The Northern Netherlands needs an innovation training academy. Raising the innovation management
skills of potentially innovative SMEs is critical and this can be supported by regional teachers and researchers.
The challenge here is in striking the correct level and dealing with the challenges and uncertainties inherent to
innovation management. Student placements have an important role to play in this process , h elping thes e
firms to access HEI knowledge. The role of HEIs in continuing professional development raising te ach er s kill
levels in other educational forms can also play a role here.
Create open innovation environments hosting regional knowledge communities. There a re a larg e
number of underserved sectors and localities in the Northern Netherlands with relatively limited access to HEI
knowledge. There is a need for experimentation in developing new kinds of cooperative rela tio nsh ip – e .g .
with schools – in using HEIs to transpose real world problems in to lea rning op portu nities, an d c oup lin g
learners and problem-owners into shared communities.
Making HEI research and teaching accessible to regional tea ching . Pa rt o f c on necting SMEs to
regional knowledge institutions comes in creating linkages from firms to all levels of teaching. HEIs can p lay
a strong leadership role in this, in part drawing on open innovation e nviron ments an d c reate syn ergies
between different activities and different education levels, including using students to connect to schools an d
firms.
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7.1.2.3

Recommendations for other levels in universities

Create regional capacity for educating SME entrepreneurs in innovation. The prima ry rea so n th at
there is not more interaction between SMEs and HEIs in the North ern Ne therla nd s is tha t inn ovation is
approached by most businesses as something implicitly embedded in other business process es. Im p roving
innovation management in SMEs improves the demand-side for HEIs and in turn p rovides well -s truc tured
partners for the HEIs to work with and to help them learn how better to support innovation o u tside th e HE
sector.
Build on existing links throughout education into SMEs. M a ny inno vative SMEs do ha ve links to
education institutions often related to recruitment and lower-level skills. The Practoraten in the region al VE T
colleges are a promising initiative that could help provide a pathway into innovative SMEs. More s yste matic
collaborations between VET and HEIs could help both upgrade the quality of support provided by the
practoraten (and also the knowledge intensity of VET education in the North ern Ne therla nds ) a s well as
helping to condition SMEs to be better at knowledge absorption from the HEI sector.
Use students more systematically to drive open innovation. There h as b een s ome in teres ting a nd
creative use of open innovation practices in the Northern Netherlands but at the mo ment th es e initiatives
have not been joined up to create operational open innovation environments. Th e re is th e o ppo rtunity to
create financial incentives to support that upgrading, to help firms signal to students which of their p rojects
have potential financial value, and to assist firms to reabsorb the knowledge from th os e o pen in novatio n
activities.

7.2

Human Capital

There is clearly an intense human capital challenge facing for the Netherlands. The issue of “brain drain” was
something that was widely identified as a problem for the region. At the same time, it is not easy to see h o w
that problem can be addressed. Students come to the Northern Netherlands to study because th ey wis h to
acquire a high-quality, good value and prestigious education. For the majority of those students, th e Dutc h
HE qualification provides them with a significant labour market advantage in their home cou ntry o r ind eed
access to labour markets in advanced economies. There are no inexpensive interventions to a dd ress th ese
issues of brain drain that do not rely on a substantial transformation of the North ern Ne therla nds th at is
unrealistic in the timeframe of the coming programme period.
However, what these students can serve to do is provide “temporary-permanent” connections b etween HEIs
and regional innovators – there might be a different cohort of students active in innovation activities, but th e
persistence of these activities – such as open innovation environments – c rea tes a virtuo us cycle wh ich
upgrades demand, increases firm innovation, and indirectly also increases student retention in p articipa tin g
businesses. Earlier in the report, we identified that there were six elements that contribute to these virtu ou s
cycles, namely (a) students on placements, (b) subsidies for small interactions, (c) academics eng ag in g with
firms, (d) teaching linked with research, (e) good collaboration between institu tions an d (f) lin ks to o the r
education levels. This forms the basis for the recommendations th at we m ake h ere for a dm in is trati ve
authorities and HEIs.

7.2.1

Actions and initiatives for administrative authorities

Maintain the focus on a broad labour market upgrading with innovative skills. The framework of th e
smart specialisation strategy process emphasises exclusivity and focus a rou nd te chn olog ic al in novatio n
projects as a policy artefact. The fundamental challenge for the Northern Netherlands remains in encouraging
all organisations to become more innovative and absorb more knowledge and the RIS3 stra tegy c an p lay a
critical role in delivering this if this exclusivity and technological focus is not allowed to dominate the process.
Develop a clear vision within the Operational Programme for human capital . The previous
recommendation depends on having a clear vision within the Operational Programme for Human Capital. It is
necessary to retain exclusivity and focus on funding only those Human Capital activities that build absorptio n
capacity in regional organisations and support appropriate skills development. This requires a clear vision for
how Human Capital can be supported through a RIS3 and Operational Programme.
Develop a single long-term (meta-) agenda for regional innovation in NNL. The absence of a s ing le
long-term agenda for regional innovation in the Northern Netherlands hinders foregrounding Human Capital in
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the smart specialisation strategy. This fragmentation reinforces the accidental marg inalisa tion o f hu man
capital and made it almost entirely invisible in the previous programming period. There is a need for a lon g term commitment to building capacity to support human capital for innovation to e ns ure th at th e c urre nt
smart specialisation strategy builds the requisite foundations.
Set out clear expectations on how HEIs will contribute to Hu man Capi tal regi ona lly . Th ere is
currently no clear expectations on how HEIs will contribute regionally to impro vin g h uma n c apita l le vels.
There are general expectations that they will meet regional need and th ere are so me lo cal e xpec tation s
related to specialisations in the three Provinces. There should be a clear articulation of wha t th e HEIs will
deliver in the coming programming period, beyond an aggregation of operational targets , wh ic h will a llow
HEIs to account for and improve their contributions in the longer term.
Develop an agenda for public sector innovation to raise demand for innovation skills . Th e s mart
specialisation strategy has activated a participatory process of key stakeholders of the innovation ecosystem,
which has operationalise with a stronger focus on the private sector innovation than the public one. Y e t, th e
public sector remains an important employer in the Northern Netherlands. In the context of a weak aggregate
demand for innovation skills for the HE sector to respond to, the single greatest contribution the public sector
could make would be in demanding that its employees and new recruits had the skills to contribute to pu blic
sector innovation. That requires action within sectoral organisations to build political will for th is c ha nge at
the national level.

7.2.2

Actions and initiatives for HEIs

The recommendations for the authorities require that HEIs in the Northern Netherlands are responding to th e
new opportunities that emerge in the new programming period, and that they can be held to account for their
responses. Regional HEIs have the strongest understanding of all of the potential e lements nec ess ary to
foreground human capital in the RIS3 strategy from the political will necessary for collaboration to extens ive
experience in working with regional organisations to stimulate innovation. It is necessary for concerted action
across HEIS and at all levels to ensure that they use this opportunity to raise the overall quality of innovation
and knowledge absorption in the Northern Netherlands in the coming six years. More detail is provided below.
7.2.2.1

Senior managers

Create a shared human capital agenda for the Northern Netherlands. The intimate knowledge of how
HEIs can contribute to developing a shared regional human cap ita l a gend a lies within th e u niversities ,
although the experience of the RIS3 consultations has demonstrated that knowledge is not always kno wn to
senior managers. HEIs should therefore identify internally and collective ly wh at c apa cities th ey h ave to
contribute to regional innovation skills and align that with the RIS3 and Operational Programme.
Set out clearly how higher education in Northern Netherlands can upgrade innovation. A model for
how HE in NNL can contribute to upgrading innovation became visible since 2014, using RTDI infrastructures ,
knowledge-based learning and demand stimulation to assist more regional pa rtners to be come b etter at
working with HEIs on innovation. This model has been partially formalised in the open innovation workplace s
and the living laboratories, but at the same time it remains an implicit way of working. It is n ec ess ary for
teachers and researchers to identify how they can teach their partners to become better at in novatio n, and
that in turn requires an institutional commitment to developing innovation knowledge as part of their teaching
and research activities.
Systematically co-ordinate the co-operation between different education levels. One o f th e m os t
impressive outcomes in the Northern Netherlands has been joint collaboration activity between universities,
UASs and VET colleges: the use of shared locations has created good connections between these levels. Th e
open innovation workplaces have been valuable, and there is the opportunity to expand th is co opera tion in
different ways. The HEIs in NNL should therefore identify education and research innovations (such as shared/
jointly accredited teaching) that enriches their core activities wh ilst d eepen in g c onn ection s to reg ional
partners.
Let a thousand flowers bloom. The challenge of upgrading the regional labour market is n ot s ometh ing
that can be driven by top-down strategies alone. It depend s o n th e efforts o f crea tive an d in novative
teachers and researchers who identify and implement mechanisms to add value by connecting their teach in g
and research to regional partners. Heavy-handed management can very quickly stifle creativity and
innovation in the HE sector and creating strategic frameworks should not create obstacles for future
collaborations.
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7.2.2.2

Academics & Researchers

Develop innovation as a transversal skill at all education levels. There is an increasing pressure on all
levels of education to increase the intensity of knowledge transferred to pupils and students. There are clear
opportunities to create better partnerships between secondary and tertiary education , a nd to in crea se th e
knowledge content of education for traditionally less-knowledge intensive occu pation s. In n ovatio n s kills
involve activating knowledge in real contexts and are therefore applicable a c ross th e la bou r ma rket, and
regional educational partners should promote innovation education as a transversal skill to promote
knowledge application.
Create a regional knowledge platform for advanced innovation skills. A key barrier to upgrading th e
regional labour market is the poor absorptive capacity of the vast majority of regional organisations, and th e
absence of current demand for high-level innovation skills. There are many examples of successful reg io nal
collaborations and there is a good understanding in regional HEIs of how to assist regional firms and NGOs to
absorb university knowledge more effectively. Regional HEIs should codify those experiences and knowledge
to create suitable tools to assist more regional partners to effectively acquire knowledge for innovation from
regional HEIs.
Maintain the educational embedding of the lectoren . Higher professional education across the
Netherlands has been increasing its knowledge intensity since 2003 with the introduction and mainstreaming
of Professors of Applied Science and their associated knowledge groups. Th e North ern Ne therla nds h as
managed to avoid these becoming primarily research focused and uses their links to build conne ctions into
businesses that can support skills development. The higher prestige of resea rch a s an a cad emic a cti vity
creates pressure for these lectoraten to evolve into applied research centres, and that should be resisted an d
not encouraged by partners in the Northern Netherlands.
7.2.2.3

Recommendations for other levels in universities

A key issue around human capital is that under the current programming period it was considered impo rtan t
for the region, but treated separately from the SMEs policies and innovation ecosystem challenges. In addition
the ERDF Operational programme presented a mistmatch betwee n th e n eeds tow ard s a nd a ctions an d
support instruments detected, and the possibilities offered by the current regulations. There are there fore a
set of parallel changes that can assist HEIs in contributing to systematically improving innovation dema nd in
the regional labour market.
Create clear support structures to assist with human capital a bsorpti on . UASs in the North ern
Netherlands should consider developing mechanisms to assist SMEs to improve their human capital in o rder
to better absorb HEI knowledge. Innovation vouchers have been a popular in stru ment in s mart re gion al
innovation policy mixes but they have tended to focus on paying for the knowledge rather than its absorption.
Experimenting in approaches to assist on the user side would assist regional policy-makers in understa nd in g
where there is scope for measures to directly raise local partners ´ kno wled ge a bs orp tio n c apa city. Th e
introduction of demonstration and testing living labs could be an interesting mea su re to in volve a pplied
sciences universities in demonstration projects with SMEs in key priority areas for the region, with success fu l
examples in the region.
Encourage diversity of provision and access to student-led innovation support activities. There is a
need for a plurality of approaches to interaction between HEIs and regional partners recognising the range of
innovation approaches and the diversity of HEI knowledge relevant to innovation. There is a need to
continually develop new approaches for supporting student-led innovation activities that deliver construc tive
HEI-partner interactions, both in terms of identify new domains and partners but also relevant HEI knowledge
bases.
Identify an agenda for making student-led innovation more deliverable. The Northern Ne therla nds
has a successful approach for making student-led innovation more deliverable. This approach could
potentially be led by other partners who are seeking their own access to knowledge – this would increase th e
scalability of the idea. Regional HEIs should develop and publish a set of standards defining the practices and
processes of these open innovation environments, and the RIS3 should consider finding mechanisms to allo w
non-HEI partners to propose new open innovation environments.
Creating infrastructures for educational co llaborations around knowledge f low . Th ere a re c lear
gains to be made in investing in infrastructures that can support collaboration between differen t edu ca tio n
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levels (from secondary school to Ph.D. level), stimulating through flow between levels but also in mo bilising
these extended knowledge application communities around particular practical areas.

7.3

Governance & Innovation Ecosystem

A recurrent theme in this review has been the fragmentation within innovation policy in the Northern
Netherlands, fragmentation between different provinces, between d ifferen t se ctors , b etween d ifferent
instruments and different boards concerned with innovation support instruments. It is extremely challeng in g
to use voluntary collaborative arrangements that have the strength and authority of a formal tier of
government. Nevertheless the key challenge for the Northern Netherlands in the coming period is achieving a
higher degree of integration, and in particular ensuring that regional innovation strategies stimulate p os itive
synergies across the region.
The role for HEIs within this is less as a leader, and more in contributin g to th ese c ollec tive a ctivities in
stimulating regional cooperation. HEIs do occupy a strong position in the existing regional innovation
ecosystem, as a site for much experimentation and reflection, and it is key th a t th ey a re e nc oura ged to
continue that work. They are sites of expertise about the regional innovation environment a nd wid er glo bal
trends that can be useful in helping to stimulate regional sense-making a c tivities th a t su ppo rt reg io nal
innovation. But the extent of their contributions remains limited by the regional partn ers ´ c ommitment to
create a strong regional power centre, and put an end to fragmented regional innovation practices.

7.3.1

Actions and initiatives for administrative authorities

Unify three moderately innovative provinces to a strongly innovative region. Th e key go vern an ce
challenge for the Northern Netherlands is creating a structure that allows NNL to function as a single
innovation governance space. This is not trivial given that the three provinces each have their own re gion al
governments, and there is little space to delegate their authority away from regional representatives. Stro n g
political will is required to create a single vision for innovation in the Northern Netherlands th a t ex ploits all
innovation resources to create a dense innovation ecosystem, for the benefit of all three provinces.
Address innovation policy overgrowth in the Northern Netherlands . The RIS3 process is based upo n a
sense of focus and strategic orientation to produce a single innovation strategy that unifies other innovatio n
approaches. The Northern Netherlands has a range of inn ovation forum s a nd fu nds th at h ave p roven
extremely difficult to align with each other. This hinders creating a strategic centre for re g io nal in nova tio n
policy, diffuses concentration and undermines effective signalling of priorities. Pruning back this inn ovation
policy overgrowth is a necessary condition of achieving coherent reg io nal in nova tio n g overna nce in th e
forthcoming RIS3. The EBNN could play a central role in the governance structu re o f th e n ew RIS3, wh ich
should be accompanied by a broad political consensus to provide strategic directions to the strategy, and with
a stronger focus on implementation rather than mainly on flagship initiatives.
Evolve the defensive mentality into a path -creating mentality. The Northern Netherlands has
developed a set of clusters and sectors as the basis for its regional innovation policy that also reflect political
interests. This has undermined the region’s capacity to identify emerging sectors a nd o pp ortun ities with
potential transformative capacity that could be incorporated into the RIS3 process. The NNL should therefore
put emphasis on bringing emerging actors into innovation policy processes, using co ntinu ous dis covery to
ensure that innovation policy does not become locked-into supporting historically innovative sectors.
Create a regional capacity for innovation understanding. Much of the region al in novation s trateg y
preparation and integration work in the last decade has been driven by the SERNNL, a b od y wh os e role is
bring downgraded. This risks undermining the region’s capacity to think critically about its regional innovation
situation, and to reflect and learn from past experiences to improve future performa nce. Th e ro le of th e
SERNNL could be considered within the new RIS3 governance structure, rooting its c ap acity in a re sea rch /
audit framework with independent capacity to gather and process strategic intelligence, as well as
international peer learning.
Create a regional learning culture around innovation policy. The learning around innovation policy has
gradually increased, with an impact evaluation of the ERDF OP 2018 highlighted as good practice b y th e DG
REGIO Evaluation network. In addition, the region has put in place the innovation mo nitor within the RIS3,
which has been highlighted as a good practice and has raised interest in ma ny o ther re gion s, wh ich h as
helped understand the SMEs innovation performance in the region.
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The progress made in the region should be followed in the n ext p rogra mming p eri od . A m ixed
approach of quantitative and qualitative methods for process analysis c ou ld p rovide re al time fee dback
allowing learning and adjusting of RIS3 key components, addressing real time implementation difficulties.
Ensuring the monitoring of the regional innovation system is well integrated in th e S3 go vern an ce, an d it
helps in the decision making process throughout the implementation of the envisaged instruments and taking
corrective measures would be an excellent continuation.

7.3.2

Actions and initiatives for HEIs

The Northern Netherlands’ HEIs are trapped in a vicious governance circle given its underlying fragmentation.
There are many things that HEIs could do to support governance and building effective eco syste ms in the
NNL. The HEIs are well positioned for example to act as a kind of antenna for weak signals re lating to n ew
sectors, through the experiments they have with local partners. They can create a common agenda for high er
education in the region to make their assets more widely available. They can provide champions and
institutional innovators to help create networks in emerging regional sectors. In th e a b senc e o f a s trong
decision-making centre, there is no demand or users for those activities and therefore no reason fo r HEIs to
engage with improving regional governance arrangements. These recommendations therefore presume th at
there is action amongst regional political authorities to create a stronger regional innovation policy s pac e in
which these contributions may operate.
7.3.2.1

Senior managers

Create a strong leadership voice for HE in NNL. In the absence of a strong demand for regional
leadership, HEIs in NNL have been adept at forging local political coalitions to support their own p lan s, an d
also to responding to local demands for support. This has exacerbated the fragmentation in the reg io n, an d
given the absence of regional critical mass, needs urgent rectification. A strong unified leadership voice for HE
in the NNL is absolutely necessary to create meaningful political lead ersh ip a nd a void re plica tin g lo cal
fiefdoms. The steps taking by HE in the creation of EBNN, University of the North initiative, could be fu rther
strengthened through a balanced involvement of institutions, setting a governance body to decide a strategic
direction and mission.
Build a culture of regional learning in NNL’s HEIs. It is very difficult for HEIs to systematically s u pport
regional innovation because university contributions are in the main second order: HEIs participate in th ese
activities because they support teaching or research activities. The projects that university senior m an agers
are aware of tend to be capital-intensive flagship projects; university managers are less systematically aware
of the smaller innovative experiments by which regional contributions are being made. Efforts within HEIs are
vital to understand these engagement experiments and to ensure that they are supporte d b y institu tional
rules.
Ensure innovation networks remain open to newcomers. The NNL has successfully developed a se t of
innovation networks, underpinned by Operational Programme funding, that create innovative c apa cities fo r
the region. However, these networks are largely inaccess ib le for n ewc omers a nd re du ce th e p otential
knowledge spill-overs that could the region could benefit from. Universities have the opportun ity to en su re
that these networks and infrastructures function as more than cosy techn olog y c lub s b ut ra th er p rovid e
innovation services for new and potential innovators in the Northern Netherlands.
Showcase HE´s ordinary, everyday and hidden innovation contributions. Th e NNL’s HEIs ma ke an
incredible diversity of contributions to innovation by regional partners, and only a tin y pro portion of th ese
activities fall within the purview of regional innovation policy. Many of these activities are embedded in other
activities such as teaching (student placements, problem-based learning) or research (joint research projects ,
Ph.D. placements) or involve informal interactions and consultations. The NNL’s HE Is s ho uld p rom ote th e
range of these activities, explain their value to the region in terms of stimulating reg iona l inno vation, an d
assist regional policy-makers and local partners to develop instruments more supporting of those
contributions.
Support institutional entrepreneurs who use strategies to build capacity. The HEI s ecto r in NNL is
home to a number of institutional entrepreneurs who have built u p impre ss ive in fra stru ctu res in a few
sectoral areas assisting HEIs to work with regional partners and students, to cre ate a u nified knowledg e
community and improve regional innovation outputs. These positions have been formalised in a n u mber o f
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cases by these individuals taking research leadership roles in their institutions , a nd b ein g in vo lve d in th e
preparation of the 2020 RIS3. There are other HEI-centred networks mobilised by other university
institutional entrepreneurs who could create added-value for the 2020 RIS3 if they are successfully identified
and supported.
7.3.2.2

Academics & Researchers

Develop the flexible mindset necessary for continuous discovery. The new RIS3 do cum ent p resen ts
the continuous discovery at the heart of implementation. Whilst that is a welcome sign, there are operational
challenges to successfully delivering it, given the relative sparsity of the innovation ecosystem, and the n eed
for a capacity to process weak signals from networks with future innovation potential. One role for en ga ged
academics is in helping to support the necessary policy flexibility and translating regional innovators’ specific
needs and demands into potential emerging sectors.
Make transformative contributions to regional innovation policy. The other area where academics and
researchers can contribute to improving innovation governance in the North of the Netherlands is in
contributing to regional innovation learning processing capacity. There is a tendency in the policy pro ces s to
use academic contributions in an unreflective way, transposing academic concepts uncritically to the Northern
Netherlands context. There is a role for academics in the Northern Netherlands to take a more a ctive p ublic
role, to improve the way in which external advice is implemented in the region.
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Glossary
BON Besturen Overleg Noord Organisation
supporting dialogue between social partners in
Northern Netherlands (1985-2003)
Governance body set up in 2018 merging the
Northern Innovation Board and the Economic
Affairs Board Committee, as a decision of the
business community, knowledge institu tio ns an d
governments from provinces of Groningen, Fryslân
and Drenthe.
https://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/en/funding/erdf/

BON

Besturen Overleg Noord

EBNN

Economic Board of Northern Netherlands

ERDF

European Regional Development Funds

ESIF

European Structural and Investment Funds

European funds for territorial development: in NNL
RIS3 ERDF/ EAGGF/

HEI

Higher Education Institution

Includes both universities and universities of
applied science (qv)

HBO

Institutions
education

JRC

Joint Research Centre

The science and research service of the E uro pean
Commission

NIA

Northern Innovation Agenda

Working document seeking to retain the c urren cy
of the RIS3 2014-20

NNL

The Northern Netherlands

The territory comprising the provinces Gron ingen ,
Fryslân, Drenthe.

NOM

Noordelijke Ontwikkelingsmaatschappij

The regional development agency for the Northern
Netherlands.

NWO

Dutch Research Council

https://www.nwo.nl/en

ROC

Regionale opleidingscentra

Further (vocational) education colleges

RTDI

Research, Technological Development &
Innovation

The knowledge production activities that contribute
to innovation.

S3

Smart specialisation strategy

A territorial innovation strategy underpine d b y an
entrepreneurial discovery process

SEAN

Sociaal-Economische Adviesraad NoordNederland

The socio-economic advice council of
the Northern Netherlands (forerunner of SERNN)

SERNN

Sociaal Economisch Raad voor Noord
Nederland

The Social Economic Council of the Northern
Netherlands, a tripartite advice body for the region

SIA

National Governing Body for Applied
Research

https://regieorgaan-sia.nl/taskforce-appliedresearch-sia/

SME

Small and Medium Sized Enterprises

Businesses with 50-250 employees (also a
translation of Dutch MKB).

TVC

Taakverdeling en concentratie.

Task Reallocation and Concentration operation,

for

higher

professional
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https://www.government.nl/topics/secondaryvocational-education-mbo-and-highereducation/higher-education

1981, structurally managing the Dutch universities
as a single system
SNN

Samenwerkingsverband Noord Nederland

Regional interprovincial authority for the North ern
Netherlands.

UAS

University of Applied Science

A higher education primarily oriented to higher
professional education

WHM

Higher Education and Research Act

1992 Law on higher education and research
https://wetten.overheid.nl/BWBR0005682/2013-1017#Opschrift

WO

Academic University

https://www.government.nl/topics/secondaryvocational-education-mbo-and-highereducation/higher-education

Practoraten

Knowledge platforms for applied innovation in
vocational education (MBO)

Lectoraten

Professorships in University of Applied Sciences

Proeftuinen

Testing Living Laboratories

Gunfactor

The goodwill that you attract from others workin g
around you

Lectoren

Professors of applied sciences who carry out
applied research and make it available to local
businesses
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Annexes
Annex 1. Participants of the exploratory meeting and Shadow Group members

Name participant

Organisation

Position

Eskarne Arregui

European Commission Joint Research Centre

Paul Benneworth

European Commission expert

Sander Bos

Province of Fryslan

Program Coordinator

Harm-Jan Bouwers

NHL Stenden Polymer Research & Education

Program Manager of the
Academy for Technology &
Innovation

University of Applied Sciences

Scientific officer

Pieter de Jong

EU Representative

WaterCampus / Wetsus

Thom Duijvené de Wit

City of Groningen

Senior advisor knowledge
economy and innovation

Frank Gort

NHL Stenden University of Applied Sciences

Program Manager Smart
Sustainable Industries

Jolanda Hekman

Hanze University of Applied Sciences

Strategic Advisor & Lobbyist |
EU Liaison Officer Public Affairs

Joep Hoveling

The Northern Netherlands Alliance (SNN)

Project Manager

Luc Hulsman

The Northern Netherlands Alliance (SNN)

Program Manager

Sierdjan Koster

RUG (University of Groningen)

Professor Economic Geography

Anu Manickam

Hanze University

Professor at the International
Business School & Centre of
Expertise

Jenny Otten

Province of Groningen

Coordinator EU affairs Northern
Netherlands

Maaike Swart

Province of Drenthe / E&E Advies

Consultant

Jouke Van Dijk

RUG (University of Groningen)

Prof. Regional Labour Market
Analysis / Director
Waddenacademie

Saskia van Gend

Van Hall Larenstein

Program Manager Research

University of Applied Sciences
Peter van Kampen

RUG (University of Groningen)

Deputy director University of
Groningen North West Germany
@Papenburg & Project Manager
Economic Geography

Joyce Walstra

Oranjewoud Export Academy

Director
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Annex 2. List of interviewees
Contact

Position

Organisation type

Jan Jaap Aué

Director Centre of Expertise

Hanze University of Applied
Sciences.

Johannes Boonstra

Executive board member

Wetsus

Harm-Jan Bouwers

Program Manager of the Academy for
Technology & Innovation

NHL Stenden University of
Applied Sciences. -Emmen

Pieter de Jong

EU representative Wetsus & WaterCampus

WaterCampus / Wetsus

Kees de Koning

General Manage

Dairy Campus / Wageningen
University

Jouke de Vries

President of the Board

RUG University of Groningen

Rik Eweg

Lector Sustainable Agribusiness in
Metropolitan Areas & Leading lector
Applied Research Centre Food and Dairy

Van Hall Larenstein University
of Applied Sciences.

Annemieke Galema

Chairman Programme Board & Director
Northern Knowledge

RUG University of Groningen

Gerry Geitz

Director R&D Education and Research &
Lector Sustainable Educational Concepts in
Higher Education

NHL Stenden University of
Applied Sciences. Leeuwarden

Aard Groen

Dean Centre of Entrepreneurship

RUG University of Groningen

Jolanda Hekman

Strategic Advisor & Lobbyist & EU Liaison
Officer Public Affairs

Hanze University of Applied
Sciences.

Leendert Klaassen

Former President of the Board of Stenden
University

NHL Stenden University of
Applied Sciences Leeuwarden

Jasper Knoester

Dean of the Faculty of Science and
Engineering

RUG University of Groningen

Sierdjan Koster

Associate Professor Economic Geography

RUG University of Groningen

Soon-Hee Santema

Director R&D & Contract activities

NHL Stenden University of
Applied Sciences Leeuwarden

Martin Scholten

General Director Animal Sciences Group &
Chairman Advisory Board Dairy Campus

Wageningen University (as
part of the Dairy Campus)

Jan Sikkema

Director Business Development

University Medical Center
Groningen

Martin Smit

Director Graduate School of Medical
Sciences

University Medical Center
Groningen
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Jantienne van der MeijKranendonk

Liaison Officer

Wetsus

Jouke van Dijk

Professor of Regional Labour Market
Analysis & President of the European
Regional Science Association (ERSA) 20142018

RUG University of Groningen /
SER N-NL

Saskia van Gend

Program Manager Research

Van Hall Larenstein University
of Applied Sciences

Peter van Kampen

Deputy director University of Groningen
North West Germany @ Papenburg &
Project Manager Economic Geography &
Manager Northern Knowledge

RUG University of Groningen

Hugo Velthuizen

Director Marian van Os Centre for
Entrepreneurship,

Hanze University of Applied
Sciences

Annette Verhoef

Location manager

NHL Stenden University of
Applied Sciences -Emmen

Rob Verhofstad

Member of the Board & Director Education
and Research

Hanze University of Applied
Sciences

Joyce Walstra

Strategic advisor & Director Oranjewoud
Export Academy

NHL Stenden University of
Applied Sciences Leeuwarden
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Annex 3. Focus Groups participants
Focus Group 1 - Regional Innovation Governance and stakeholders engagement
Eskarne Arregui (European Commission, Joint Research Centre)
Paul Benneworth (European Commission expert)
Joep Hoveling (Project Manager at The Northern Netherlands Alliance (SNN))
Marcel Koenis
Anu Manickam (Professor at International Business School & Centre of Expertise Hanze University)
Peter van Kampen
Maarten Goddijn (Business developer green chemistry)
Sander Trootst (Secretary of Innovation Pact Fryslân)
Allard van Dijk (Senior Advisor Ministry of Economic Affairs)
Matthijs Vonder (Senior Research Scientist at TNO)
Ronald Wielinga (Manager Entrepreneurship at WaterCampus)
Annelies Wolters (Manager Business Development Lode Holding B.V.)
Ingrid Zeegers (Program Director Circulair Fryslan cluster)

Focus Group 2- Strengthening SMEs engagement in S3 and potential partnerships with HEI
Eskarne Arregui (European Commission Joint Research Centre)
Paul Benneworth (European Commission expert )
Jehannes Bottema (CEO Spinder Dairy Housing Concepts)
Dennis Carton (Director Ynbusiness)Ton Vries
Joep Hoveling. Project Manager at The Northern Netherlands Alliance (SNN)
Anne Jan Zwart (Member / Chair of external committee of experts ERDF)
Joost Krebbekx (Program manager Innovation Cluster Drachten) or Kor Visscher (Monitoring committee ERDF
and former CEO Philips Drachten)
Anu Manickam (Professor at International Business School & Centre of Expertise Hanze University)
Jenny Otten (Policy Coordinator European Programs Province of Groningen)
Johan Pragt (Competence Group Leader Mechanical R&D ASTRON) or Jan Geerts (Director Getech)
Bart Scheerder (International Strategy & Relations at UMCG and Director at dHealth Lab)
Saskia van Gend (Program Manager Research at VHL University of Applied Sciences)
Focus Group 3- Human capital: Addressing skills and jobs mismatch and the integration of the a ttrac tion o f
talent in the R&I system
Eskarne Arregui (European Commission Joint Research Centre)
Bas Baalmans (Director Groningen Digital Business Centre) or Nick Stevens (Chief Dig ita l Office r City o f
Groningen)
Paul Benneworth (European Commission expert)
Aleid Brouwer (Professor NHL Stenden)
Harm-Jan Bouwers (Program Manager of the Academy for Technology & Innovation NHL Stenden)
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Thom Duijvené de Wit (Senior advisor knowledge economy and innovation)
Bas Fokkens (Senior Project Leader Economy / Labor Market and Cohesion Policy EU at Province of Groningen)
Pieter Hoekstra (Programme manager Civ Water)
Roeland Hogt (Practor Automotive and coordinator hydrogen education Noorderpoort)
Joep Hoveling. Project Manager at The Northern Netherlands Alliance (SNN)
Dirk Jan Hummel (Project Manager TCNN)
Sterre Koops. Programme management collaborator at The Northern Netherlands Alliance (SNN)
Tanja Sextro (Province Drenthe, human capital coordinator)
Jouke van Dijk (Prof. Regional Labour Market Analysis / Director Waddenacademie University of Groningen)
Henk ten Brinke (Advisor CMO STAMM)
Nora van Kooten. Programme management collaborator at The Northern Netherlands Alliance (SNN)
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Annex 4. Interview questions
Overall project questions
1. How to reinforce the R&I ecosystem governance and stakeholders' co-leadership of S3, supported by
HEIs capacities and strategic role in building regional networks
•

How to improve coordination and continuous interactio n b etwee n initiatives an d a ctors in the
innovation ecosystem, strengthening synergies

•

The role HEIs play in connecting SME’s to collaborative innovation processes

•

How to strategically benefit from the presence of international students and the worldwide n etwork
potential this entails

2. How could HEIs in Northern Netherlands use their prominent role in the in no vation e cos ys tem to
create a stronger partnership with regional decision makers, taking a more strategic role an d vision
working in the implementation of RIS3?
•

Which type of actions/programmes could facilitate HEIs to maximize their potential to build
innovation capabilities?

•

Which actions/programmes HEIs can take to better meet the changing labour market d ema nd and
enable a successful RIS3-implementation

GENERAL STRUCTURE
3. Very brief background of career of individual and how they ended up in their current position
4. Very brief overview of their current position
5. Outline their organisation, its structure and its overarching missions
6. Deeper probe on their regional innovation mission: what does their organisation seek to do, and ho w
important is regional innovation to them:


Are there one or more of the four societal challenges that are more important for them than others?



How has Human Capital been integrated?



How do they relate to the grand challenges that are at the heart of the RIS3 approach?



Do regional partners do everything they can to ensure that they make a good contribution to regional
innovation?



From your perspective, how engaged are regional HEIs in supporting regional innovation in general in
the RIS3 in particular?

7. Brief sketch of how they or their organisation – as far as they know - was involved in:


The background discussions prior to the RIS3 for Northern Netherlands



The strategic development of the RIS3 for the Northern Netherlands.



The implementation of the Northern Netherlands RIS3



Evaluation and retrospective consideration of the RIS3 2014-2020



Preparations for the RIS3 post 2020



Partnerships with other organisations at different stages of this process



From your perspective, how well were you able to work with regional HEIs in realising your
institutional goals through participating in the RIS3.

8. Vision on S3 governance, policy mix and stakeholders engagement:


What is your vision on the S3 governance structures set up? And the role of your institution and other
HEIs in it?



Has the EDP helped stronger interactions between regional actors for strategic vision of innovatio n?
Challenges/improvements?
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Has S3 helped build stronger partnerships with regional decision makers? In which sense?



Is this governance helping the decision making process a nd HEIs c o-leade rsh ip in s ha ping th e
strategic vision of innovation in the region?



Is the S3 policy mix/funding scheme helping strengthen interactions with business an d SME s? W ith
other stakeholders? How?

9. Possible probes at the different stages for the kinds of problems o r is su es th at e merg ed a t th e
different stages, what solutions were sought, how they reacted and how it affected th eir a bility to
contribute


The background discussions prior to the RIS3 for Northern Netherlands



The strategic development of the RIS3 for the Northern Netherlands



Implementation of RIS3 in Northern Netherlands



What is your opinion on how the processes and engagement of stakeholders worked?



How was the contact with the HEIs, and were there problems or issues th at a ro se s pec ifica lly in
dealing with universities?

10. Detailed questions about one of two strategic projects that their organisation was involved in:


How much prior work and preparation they had to do to secure it



How the implementation of the funding scheme worked



What the outcomes were for the organisation



Which of the RIS3 areas were being developed (Food, Efficient Energy, Water technology and Healthy
Ageing)



What contact they had with regional partners/ how that developed and improved over the co urs e of
the project



What kind of basis that gives for additional activity in the future



Things that went wrong in the process and things that could be improved in fu ture prog ram min g
rounds

11. Take a step back and look at the process as a whole (these are starting to be the last questions)


Which parts of the RIS3 experience worked well from your perspective? It might be in terms of what
was good for your organisation, effective relationships with other partners, potential problems th at
just vanished …



Which parts of the RIS3 experience did not work well from your perspective? It m ight b e m istakes
that you made, capacities that you lack, or problems that emerged from outside



What concrete proposals would you have to improve the RIS3 process in the 2020 period? Th a t can
be things you would do differently yourself, or recommendation s for o ther re g io nal p artn ers o r
partnerships.



What did the universities do well, do badly and what could they do better next time?
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GETTING IN TOUCH WITH THE EU
In person
All ove r the European Union there are hundreds of Europe Dire ct information ce ntres. You can find the address of the ce ntre
ne arest you at: http s://europa.eu/european-union/contact_en
On the phone or by email
Europ e Dire ct is a service that answers your questions about the European Union. You can contact this service :
- by fre e p hone: 00 800 6 7 8 9 10 11 (ce rtain operators may charge for the se calls),
- at the following standard number: +32 22999696, or
- by e le ctronic mail via: http s://europa.eu/european-union/contact_en
FINDING INFORMATION ABOUT THE EU
Online
Information about the European Union in all the official languages of the EU is available on the Europa website at:
http s://europa.eu/european-union/index_en
EU publications
You can download or order free and p rice d EU publications from EU Bookshop at: http s://publications.europa.eu/en/publications.
Multip le cop ies of fre e publications may be obtained by contacting Europe Direct or your local information ce ntre (see
http s://europa.eu/european-union/contact_en).
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